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rConvention

Reflections
i^Eronr By Gene Jones, IJA President

New York, NY

Once again I was energized by tlic Annual Convention
in Cleveland. Altliough business meetings, the media,
and last minute details limited my juggling time to a

total of about twenty minutes, 1 was tremendously

exhilarated by the general atmosphere.

Each year, new dimensions and improvements
seem to add themselves to the convention with a

minimum of fanfare. Most noticeable this year was

the staging of the competitions and the quality of
the performances. There was a record of 111 entries

in ail events, and most veterans agreed that Uie array
of talent in the U.S. Nationals was the best ever.

To encourage this trend, we will award a large
trophy to the U.S. Nationals winner from now on.

Another more subdc area ofgrowth was the more
involved attitude of the general membership. Over
150 people showed up at the workshop on "How
you can help the IJA," and almost 300 attended the

general business meeting.
Throughout the convention, 1 was approached

by cntliusiastic members with helpful suggestions
for improving the organization. Since the conven
tion, m;iny members have written to follow up on
their pledges of assistance.

Before reporting some specific items of interest,
1 would like to thank a few of the true heroes of the

convention, those who gave so generously of their
time and energy to insure its success: Ginny Rose
and Andy Lintz fora fantastic job organizing regis
tration, Greg Moss for a brilliant job of running the
champioaships in a most professional manner, Dave

Finnigan who did an excellent job of filling every
available moment with stimulating workshops, and
the Buffalo Juggling Club for always being there to
handle emergencies. 1 would also like to officially
welcome the 38 new members who signed up in
Cleveland.

For those who have been watching television
hoping to sec the convention, NBC aired a 4-minute

segment on the Today Show on Monday, August 3.
ABC News also filmed at the convention, and aired

a delightful four-minute segment on Sunday Worl/J
News Tonight on September 27.

Another item of note is that the publishers of the
Warid Almanac w ill include the IJA in the 1982 edi

tion of that book. It should be available in November.

Looking ahead to die future, wchavc begun plan
ning to establish an official policy for IJA sanction
ing of local juggling clubs. This could eventually
lead to regional competitions.

The 1982 Annual Convention will be held on

the West coast for the first time since 1978, on the

U.C.S.B. campus in Santa Barbara, CA, July 13-
18. The campus is on 804 acres of beachfront prop
erty and offers ideal conditions both indoors and
out. More information on the 1982conventionwill

be printed in the Jugglers World.
I would feel remiss if 1 ended this President's

Report without extending my thanks to all of you
who showed your confidence in me by re-electing
me as President. 1 would also like to thank all the

dedicated and energetic people who attended the
Annual Convention in Cleveland for helping to make
this job such a rewarding experience.
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The march of time passed
through Cleveland this year

The 11 1 overall convention competitors and 17

people in the seven object event were both also re
cords, and further proof of change since 1947, when,

as Jennings said, "anyone who could do seven was

spoken of in a tone of awe and reverence."
Among those held in awe this year were Jim

Strinka, who demonstrated a nine ball cascade, and

Bruce Pfeffer and Dan Berg, who passed ten clubs

twenty feet high above the prostrate body of Craig
Barnes late Wednesday night. Another good rep

sampling of top IJA Jugglers was found in the pro
gram for the "Camp Cascade Counselor's Show,”
a.k.a. - The Public Show.

the competitive events, which attracted a record num

ber of entrants. Youth and experience both pre
vailed, as 8-year-old Anthony Gatto won the juniors

competition and Tommy Curtin, a performing pro
fessional since 1953 and 1960 IJA president, won

the U.S. Nationals (formerly seniors division).

It Jennings, the first president of the IJA
ever, stood before a banquet crowd of 400
at the Association’s 34th annual conven

tion and proclaimed, "The greatest thing

that ever happened to juggling is happening right
here, right now!”

That historical perspective affirmed the feelings

most of the 678 registered jugglers had about their
six day celebration of mankind’s continuing attempt

to master gravity. Held July 14-19 on the campus
of Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland,

OH, the convention drew together new generation

and past generation jugglers from all over the United

States, Canada and five European
countries. For at least the sixth

year in a row, attendance was a
new record.

Jennings was among less than

a score of jugglers who met in

1947 in Pittsburgh, PA, during a

magician’s convention. Those

present created the UA and elect
ed Jennings as its first president.
Taking the microphone in Cle
veland this summer, he cheered

juggling’s present popularity. He
said. “There’s been a resuigence

in juggling over the past seven
years. You’ve brought enthusi
asm and innovation to the art that

we were afraid was dying in
1947."

Other senior jugglers who
have watched the skill’s increas

ing good fortune of late were also

present, including Bill Dietrich,
Bobby May and Johnny Lux.

Jennings said, "When the old

pros gathered in Pittsburgh and
formed the IJA, it was the first

time they ever sat down together
and talked."

They also found they loved
juggling together, and IJA mem

bers have been doing it annually
since then. The high level of ac

tivity, skill and diversity of jug

gling that occured inside Adelbert

Gym at the convention testified

to the benefits of togetherness.

Jugglers were passing objects and

trading ideas all over the floor,

in workshops, at the business

meeting, over meals and in dor

mitory lobbies until dawn sent
them to bed.

Convention chairman Terry

Butler’s package price of $125
for room, two daily meals, regis

tration and the public show made

the convention a vacation bargain.

The price included admission to

A

Symbolically

Convention Coverage
Competition results Page 4
Winners profiles Page 5

Besides Curtin and Gatto, per-
fonners included Michael Bald

ridge, Edward Jackman, Daniel
Rosen, Latiy Vaksman, Kit Sum

mers and Joyce Rice. They pre

sented an array ofjuggling talent

from flawless grace with a hat,

ball and cane to fiaming baton

juggling and whip-cracking.
Constant in their comedy

throughout the show were Randy
Judkins and Michael Marlin, who

played the roles of the camp’s pn>

prietors. Lenny Deluxe and the
Mo.squito Lounge Band provided

musical accompaniment.

The week’s only disappoint
ment came when the major league

baseball players’ strike forced
cancellation of a planned jugglers’

parade around Cleveland Stadium
before an Indians game.

The traditional Benefit Show

was again emceed by Bill Barr.
Held at the Rainbow Children’s

Hospital across the street from

the convention site, it was pre-
.sented to about 50 hospitalized

children. Joining some jugglers
mentioned above, Alan Howard

and Gravity’s Last Stand repre
sented the best of the IJA there.

Another convention highlight

was movie night, where films pro

vided varying quality looks at

Rudy Horn doing a seven ball

bounce, Bobby May on ice skates

and Rastelli juggling six plates

while spinning a ring and jumping

rope!
Convention business sessions

covered a variety of matters.

Minutes can be found on page

seven. Foremost among business
conducted was the selection of

Santa Barbara, CA, as the 1982

convention site (July 13-18) and
reelection of Gene Jones as IJA

president.

, Bobby May (1) and Anthony Gatto on stage after the competitions
represented the past and future of the IJA brought together in Cleveland.
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1981 U.S. NATIONALS RESULTS

Results of

convention

competitions

Technique Presentation TOTAL

1) TOMMY CURTIN

EDWARD JACKMAN

ALLAN JACOBS

GINNETTE GROOME

KIT SUMMERS

LARRY VAKSMAN

DALE JONES

DANIEL ROSEN

MICHAEL KASS

RANDY JUDKINS

LARRY MERLO

41 7938

2) 39 77.538.5

3) 36.5 7235.5

4) 31 7140

5) 33.5 69.536

6) 33 6936

7) 35 67.532.5

7) 32.5 67.535

8) 30 6535

9) 42 63.521.5

10) 31 6029

ALSO ENTERED; Reg Bacon, Craig Barnes, Jon Beckner, J. Claude Crumley
III, Sam Gainer, Alan Howard, Michel Lauziere, Mark Neisser, Phue Nguyen,
Robert Nickerson, John Palstron, Robert Peck, Marty Polio, Jean Roy, Ryder
Schwartz, Ola Sundberg, Robert York.

1981 JUNIORS RESULTS

Technique Presentation TOTAL

1) ANTHONY GATTO

PAT DEMPSEY

JOHN WEBSTER

STEVE NORWOOD

DANIEL MENENDEZ

33 19 52

2) 18.5 32 50.5

2) 29 21.5 50.5

4) 27 18.5 45.5

5) 23.5 20 43.5

ALSO ENTERED: Fred Babbidge, Jack Byrd, Pat Cox, Didier Dupin, Alan
Eisenhauer, Barry Friedman, Adam Lavine, Murray Schukar, Martin Smith, Yvon
Tourigny.

Top U.S. Nationals finalists included (1-r) Allan Jacobs, Ed Jackman,
Tommy Curtin and Kit Summers.

1981 SEVEN OBJECTS

RESULTS

1981 TEAM

RESULTS

1981 JOGGLING RACE

RESULTS
TOTAL

100 MetersI) RANDE ARONSON

2) ALAN HOWARD
3) JIM STRINKA

4) EDWARD JACKMAN
5) MICHAEL BECK

7.66* 20 TOTAL ENTRANTS
1) GRAVITY’S LAST STAND

(Carvill, Fry, Gagnepain)
2) L.A. JUGGLING COMPANY

(Jackman, Rosen)
3) UP IN THE AIR JUG CLUB

(Boyer, Friedman)
4) ANTI-GRAVITY JUGGLERS

(Neisser, Streeter)
5) BORIS BROTHERS

(Coffey, Van Alstyne)

757.60

1) PAUL WILLIAMS

BILL GIDUZ

MICHEL LAUZIERE

HUMPHREY MAR

PAUL GOODMAN

14.57.47

2)71.5 14.85

15.15

16.56

16.86

6.15

3)6.08

4)65.5

* Represents a new IJA record for this event. 5)

63.5
ALSO ENTERED: Jon Beckner, Steve Dear-

mont. Bill Dietrich, Harry Fish, Bill Kerr, Sue Kirby
Arthur Lewbel, Antonio Manicini, Phue Nguyen,
Frank Olivier, Daniel Rosen, Kit Summers, Robert
York.

1,500 Meters 19 TOTAL ENTRANTS59

MICHEL LAUZIERE

BILL GIDUZ

GARY BERG

KEN RABE

JAMIE MOCILNIKAR

1) 5:03.75

5:26.53

5:36.71

5:46.79

6:22.78

2)
ALSO ENTERED: Clown Shoes and One Ring
Circus, Les Foubracs, Ryder Schwartz and Tom

Doyen, Les Jongleurs Jugglers.

3)

1981 FIVE CLUBS

RESULTS

4)
5)

5,000 Meters1) DANIEL ROSEN

WALDO

KIT SUMMERS

OLA SUNDBERG

JONATHAN HELD

BILL DIETRICH

1:05.57

1:04.11

1:03.16

37.22

19.15

QUESTIONS?
9 TOTAL ENTRANTS

2)
PAUL WILLIAMS

LARRY KLUGER

DAN BERG

JACK SNARR

BILL GIDUZ

1) 20:11.32

21:09.15

21:34.90

22:06.34

23:21.08

3)
2)For further information on the results

of this year’s competition, or suggestions
on how future competition should be

handled, call or write Greg Moss, cham
pionships director. 479 Manse Lane,
Rochester, NY 14625. 716/671-1143.

4)
3)5)
4)6) 6.52

5)
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An introduction to the winners
Tommy Curtin was surprised to

earn the highest score of 29 U. S. Nationals compe
titors, since this was the first IJA convention he had

attended in nine years. But, Curtin accepted his
honor with the poise of a veteran performer, which
he is.

formed in the Juniors competitic n were good enough
to win.

Anthony’s father and instructor, NickGatto, said

that Anthony determined three years ago to leam to
juggle after an older brother took up the unicyde.
He showed such an ability and desire that dad soon
gave him a part in the shows he performs around
their Ellicott City, MD, home.

The elder Gatto has had a long and successful
performing career, principally as a member of the
Los Gattos troupe along with Albert Moreira and
Tom Kraft.

He and Anthony practice at least two hours daily.
It has paid off to the point that Anthony can now
juggle six rings and bails, as well as five rings while
spinning another on one leg. He juggles four while
bouncing a fifth on his forehead, and can bounce

one off his forehead while skipping rope. His final
trick in the competitions was to juggle four rings
while spinning another on one leg and balancing a
long pole on his forehead and ball and pedestal on a
mouthstick.

Nick explained, “Anthony can duplicate tricks
almost immediately. When 1 asked if he could do
the head bounce with one ball and four ball juggle
simultaneously, he did it the first time he tried.”

Though he is not yet a showman on stage. Bar- ■
bara, his mother, pointed out Anthony’s great sensi
tivity for a child his age. She said, ‘ ‘When everyone
crowded around Bobby May at the end of the

petitions, Anthony pushed his way through to bring
Bobby a glass of water.”

After watching Anthony’s performance. May
told the crowd, “This young man will be the next
Enrico Rastelli!”

Few who saw him perform in Cleveland will
deny that he stands a better chance than most.

com-

The 40-year-old Curtin, 1960 IJA president and
winner of the championships in 1963 at the Hartford
IJA convention, said he was pleased to be back at
another IJA gathering. However, he pointed out,
things have changed during the time he was away.

“I was amazed at all the originality and cute
stuff I saw here,” he said. “When 1 won in 1963,
the competitions were completely different. It was
divided into three ball, four ball, auxiliary equipment,
etc. It was really just a contest to see how many
tricks you could do in the alloted time,”

He continued, “I like the way it’s done now.
Jugglers have to be entertaining to the public to make
it anywhere, and the competition reflects that.”

Curtin’s style entertained the audience as well
as impressing the judges. “I try to look like a guy
who’s having fun, but always in trouble,” he ex
plained. Impishly he mimed his way through some
very difficult feats, always responding to success
with a big grin of mock surprise.

His winning combination of controlled clumsi
ness and juggling skill flowed through balancing
tricks with a bottle and plate, manipulation of three
Scotch bottle clubs and a wide range of ball tricks.
To finish his championship act, he directed five
tique Harry Moll balls out of a cascade floor bounce

and back into the open top of his prop can.
Curtin owns and manages two movie theatres in

Bristol, TN, for most of the year now, but travels
during three months performing in a shopping mall
plastic ice show he also manages.

He taught himself to juggle at age 12 out of
book, and practiced like mad. By age 14 he could
keep six balls aloft. “1 knew when I was 121 wanted
to be a pro,” he remembered.

At age 22, he was booked in New York for five

weeks in the Radio City Music Hall Thanksgiving
show. Seeing a movie of Bobby May juggling on
ice piqued his interest, and he learned to do the same
thing.

an-

a

/
Tommy Curtin

'4

U''

Gravity’s Last Stand has been
entertaining crowds on the streets of St. Louis for

two years now. That’s when Bill Fry and Jim Gag-
nepain decided to put together a two-man act. But
their friend John Carvill was becoming such a good
club passer that they decided to make it a trio.

Gagnepain reasoned, "There’s so much more

you can do with a three person routine in the way of
comedy. ” They demonstrated some of it in winning
the Team competition, with Fry carrying on antics
in the middle of club passing patterns between the
other two.

Fty and Gagnepain do most of the comedy writing
for the group’s shows, which are marked by non
stop patter. For street shows in St. Louis, Fry does
a ball and unicycle routine, and there is a two-person
cigar box routine that was not used in the competi
tion. Gagnepain confessed that the group was sur
prised to win the competition. “We felt the comedy
was good, but we didn’t do any juggling tricks that
anyone else couldn’t have done,” he said.

He did conceed, however, that it takes much

practice to develop the coordination and precision
necessary for an outsider to extract and replace clubs
from a passing pattern, and to walk through that
pattern without getting clobbered.

They plan to continue performing in St. Louis,
where they can be seen most weekend nights juggling
and passing their hats at Laclede’s Landing near the
Arch.

r.S'

Anthony Gatto and father, Nick.

An ice juggling friend, Gildova, encouraged him
to try out for the Holiday On Ice show, and between
1962 and 1973 he traveled worldwide with that troupe.
“There aren’t too many ice jugglers,” Curtin men
tioned, and recalled the few he knows from the past
and present, including Trixie, Kay Farelli, Lou Folds,
Albert Lucas, David Lee and Bob Welz.

When his first son. Tommy ID, was bom in 1972,
Curtin decided to leave the ice show and settle down

in Bristol. He and Mary Curtin have another son.
Bill, who is six years old. Neither shows dad’s
early juggling passion, but Curtin said their interest
picked up at the convention where they could see
boys their own age juggling.

Anthony Gatto is chasing the
legend of Enrico Rastelli, thought by many to be
the greatest juggler ever. Just eight years old now,
Gatto certainly seems to be gaining on him. The list
of tricks Gatto can accomplish at this early age is
envied by jugglers in their prime, and those he per-

Gravity’s Last Stand (1-r) Fry, Gagnepain
and Carvill.
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Minutes - IJA Officers Meeting
Thursday, July 16, 1981

Adelbert Gym
Case Western Reserve University

Cleveland, Ohio

Larry Olson, Fargo convention chairman, report
ed that the 1980 Convention ended up in the black.

Terry Butler gave the convention chairman’s re
port: 678 jugglers were registered for the Cleveland
convention.

A European director and three foreign correspon
dents will be elected at the European convention in
September. Other officers elected for 1981-82 are
listed in the editorial box on page 2.

Two 1982 convention proposals were presented:
The University of California at Santa Barbara was
presented by John Luker and Gene Jones, and the

University of Vermont in Burlington was presented
by Henry Lappen. The vote was 63 for Vermont
and 159 for California. The Santa Barbara convention

will be held from July 13-18, 1982.
A discussion concluded that the possibility of

picking convention sites two years in advance was
to be studied by the board of directors and considered
at the winter business meeting.

Honorariums for 1980-81, as approved by the
board of directors, will be: $400 to Rich Chamberlin,

secretaiy/treasurer; $400 to Bill Giduz, editor; $400

to Terry Butler, convenUon chairman; $200 to Gene

Jones, president; $100 to Ginny Rose, assistant sec-
retary/treasurer; $100 to John Robinson, correspon
dence secretary. Total of honorariums - $1,600.

Mary Wisser
Assistant Historian

grants. IJA membership is over 1,300.

Bill Giduz gave the editor’s report: The News
letter is being renamed Jugglers World. Member

ship voiced approval of the change.

Rich Chamberlin gave the treasurer’s report, list
ing IJA financial activity as follows:

INCOME

Real People TV Show
Sale of Microfiche

Donations

Newsletter Ads

Membership Dues
Misc.

TOTAL INCOME

The meeting was called to order at 8:21 p.m. by
Gene Jones, president.

Motion passed: If prior notice is given in exten
uating circumstances, the championships director
can make changes in the announced order of com
petitors at his discretion.

Officers to be recommended for election for

1981 -82 were selected. (All were elected, and are

listed in the editorial box on page 2. It was decided
to allow European members to elect directors and
correspondents at the European convention in Lon
don in September.)

The practice of air mailing publications to for
eign members will be continued until the matter can
be assessed and discussed again at the winter busi
ness meeting. A procedure to send an executive
board representative to the European convention will
also be discussed at the winter meeting. Dave Fin-
nigan, who plans to attend anyway, will represent
the IJA this year.

The 1982 winter business meeting was tentatively
scheduled for Buffalo, NY, during the last weekend
of February, 1982.

Ginny Rose will be in charge of the 1982 conven
tion registration in Santa Barbara, CA. It was sug
gested that a few days prior to that convention, an
orientation session for helpers should be held.

An IJA information sheet is being prepared by
Gene Jones and Bill Giduz.

Motion passed: To appoint Gene Jones and
whoever he chooses as assistants to study the ques
tion of sanctioning IJA affiliated local clubs and
present a proposal to do so to officers at the winter
business meeting.

Dennis Soldati is inventorying what is owned
by the IJA and will circulate a copy to officers.

$1,000.00
100.00

550.00

391.00

12,984.70
116.90

$15,142.26

DEBITS

President

Sec./Treas.

Newsletter Editor

Lawyer Eees
Honorariums to Officers

Misc.

TOTAL DEBITS

$1,398.60

2,606.57

6,994.13

1,225.82

$1,100.00
278.88

$13,614.00

Net gain for IJA 6/80 - 6/81 - $1,528.26

History on display
By Alan Howard
Cleveland Heights, OH

A display of juggling collectables and memorabilia was held in the Mather Gallery of
Thwing Center during the convention. It was open two days to IJA viewers. The ex
hibit contained pieces from the collections of Kit Summers, Daniel Rosen, Mary Wisser,
Roger Montandon, Joe Sullivan, Bobby May and Alan Howard. Kit, Daniel and Mary
did most of the set-up.

Under glass display cases were a number of figurines, dolls, sculptures and other
three-dimensional representations of jugglers. These included a juggler of rings (with
top hat on nose and ball on foot) made from a railroad spike, and minature figures of
Chinese acrobats made in China.

In cases and on the walls were a number of photographs, including displays of Francis
Brunn, Kris Kremo and Dick Franco. Also, Kit Summers’ albums of photos were dis
played for all to see. One wall of the gallery was devoted to pictures and reviews of
Enrico Rastelli, along with posters from the Rastelli Festival (a juggling competition in
Italy, not held since 1973). In front of this wall was a case enclosing a white and red
stick that Rastelli had used in his work.

Along with photos of Gran Picaso were yellow plastic plates identical to the ones he
uses in his act. A rubber spinning ball of Ernest Montego was displayed alongside his
picture. Other props of famous jugglers included knives and forks used by the great
juggler and inventor Salerno; a club used by Martica Veijorga, who juggled seven of
them with Ringling Brothers; and wooden bicycle hoops of the great juggler and hoop
roller Howard Nichols.

Mary Wisser’s collection of books and magazines relating to juggling was spread
across one end of the room, and included a series of Ice Capades programs showing the
developing talents of Albert Lucas. Other walls of the room displayed posters for Felix,
Adanos, Brunn and others.

One case held a W.C. Fields display. This included a number of first day covers of
the Fields stamp, a plate made from Red Skelton’s painting of Fields juggling three
balls, and an autographed letter from Fields on the subject of juggling.

The highlight of the exhibit was the Bobby May display. Several photos and a paint
ing of May were displayed along with a set of his clubs, balls, plates, top hat and ice
skates. In front of the case was his famous headstand.

One other display contained a cannon ball used by the Australian juggler Davey ,
and two sets of antique brass juggling balls nearly loio years old.

General Business Meeting
July 15, 1981

Case Western Reserve University
Strosacker Auditorium

Gene Jones, president, called the meeting to or
der at 7:15 p.m. A representative from the city of
Cleveland read a proclamation of welcome from the

mayor of Cleveland, George Voinovich. He also

read a resolution of congratulations from a Cleveland
councilman.

Gene Jones gave a president’s report: Juggling
Records: A Preview is in Vol. 1 , No. 1 of the

Guinness Magazine. The Guinness Book of World

Records is interested in printing documentation of
Juggling records from the UA. The IJA will be listed
in the next issue of the World Almanac as an inter

national organization.
The UA has adopted a new set of bylaws as a

necessary preparation to file for tax-exempt status
with the IRS. The UA logo has been trademarked.

A tentative convention proposal guide and informa

tional UA handouts are being prepared. An appli
cation for tax-exempt status has been filed. If ac
cepted, it will allow tax write-offs for membership
dues and contributions, a discount on our mailing
rates and a better chance of successfully soliciting

i
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Randy Pryor in Cleveland

C 1981 Roger Dollarhide
*

A

The IJA in Cleveland

viewed through a lens

a

3JS-

V

By Roger Dollarhide
Official IJA Photographer
Hartford, CT

As your IJA photographer, my job is to wander
around and record convention happenings on film.

1 told myself before the Cleveland convention

that I was going to shoot fewer than the 34 rolls
of film 1 did in Fargo. But with over 650 people

juggling like crazy and doing greater stuff than ever
before... well, lended up with 33 rolls ofblack and
white and 6 of color!

I'm not going to list all 1 ,400 photos, but here is
a photographer’s narrative of a camera safari in jug
gling wonderland. To save space. I've abbreviated

balls as simply, B, clubs as, C, rings as. R. and

color photos as (C).
It was nice to have the balcony at one end of the

gym from which 1 got several overall shots of hun

dreds of jugs jammed into the space. 1 haven't tried
to count all the people in the posed group photo or

• in the "Big Throw Up’’ shot, but it is cenainly the

largest group of jugglers ever.
I have three fast lenses for my Canon cameras,

w hich allowed me to shoot without using Hash and

still stop the action. I used a 24 mm f2, a 55 mm
f 1.2 and an 85 mm fl .2. Using Tri-X film, I shot at

I /250th of a second and faster, even at the champion

ships and public show.

Here are the scenes that caught my eye:

First is little 8-year-old Anthony Gatto, our new
est juggling prodigy. 1 arranged with his dad, Nick
Gatto, to take some nice pix outside, then never

made it. I did get some pix of Anthony practicing
his combination juggling and balancing tricks in the

gym, and of him in the competition and with Bobby

May on stage there.
Kit Sununers passing 9C withFrank Olivier,

and Michael Weisser passing 6C with 10-year-old
Michael Kunis. There’s Larry Vaksman doing

his crazy stuff. 1 got Bill Dietrich doing with 7B
and 5C. There’s a new gimmick this year dem

onstrated by Troy Gustafson and Jason Robertson,
twirling large round cloths on sticks.

Here is our Jugglers World art director, Karen

Hardin, drawing a picture of... what else? a juggler!

And speaking of girls, there were lots of them around.
1 have pictures of Barbara Canazzi as seen from

the front this year — correcting an oversight made

in Fargo. Here she’s passing clubs with some of the

guys from Buffalo while taking a much-deserved
break from working the registration desk.

1 asked Amy Adams to demonstrate three Juggle-
bug clubs against a plain background and with a

big, pretty smile. There’s Joyce Rice learning the

fundamentals of club swinging with another million-

dollar smile. I also caught Joyce’s daughter Rhonda

doing some fancy ball spinning, including behind
the backs and curls.

Ken Benge brought two lady friends, Mary Ellen
Ziegler and Diane Biksaky who had lots of fun

learning juggling fundamentals and meeting new

friends. Take a look at Susan Kelly doing 7B or
Sandy Brown swinging clubs or doing fancy moves
with 3C or Ginnette Groome twirling batons and
you’ll see some gals who are no beginners!

Other young ladies include Kathy Doutt 4B,
and 12-year-old Laela Kilboum 3C. And back in

the old gym was Chrysta Rypins practicing club
swinging and four ball juggling. I got a picture or

two of each of the commercial booths - Jugglebug
seemingly doing a land office business, the Raynolds

family, Brian Dube, Juggling Magazine, etc.

I took some shots at the workshops to show the
excellent turnouts. Speakers include Dave Finnigan,
Geno, Randy Judkins, John Luker and Ian Kelly

from England. Ian didn’t teach a workshop, but

was discuiising the juggling scene in Europe.

Between the workshops, the small gym in the

back seemed to draw a few unusually earnest jugglers
intent on polishing their best tricks far from the mad

dening crowd in the main gym. Few people probably
saw Ed Jackman practicing his terriftc club balance
on the chin with 3C juggle, from which he dropped
it into a 4C. Or his great devil stick routine, which

he performed recently on the Merv Griffin show.

And I was vety lucky to happen upon Jim Strinka

juggling 9B. Not to mention 7B while kneeling on

the floor! Also in the back room was Craig Barnes

doing his 3 and 4B catch on the fingers ball routine
and his devil sticks. Judkins was there rolling five
on the floor as well.

I met William Fallon, recently back from Kat
mandu, Nepal. I snapped him juggling 3C while
listening to his headset radio. Also 1 had a niee visit
with Ola Sundberg, who came from Sweden to at

tend his second IJA convention. I got pictures of
him doing 5C, and of a TV crew filming him. He’s

practiced hard since Fargo, and it shows.
Mary Wisser brought her 10-year-old student,

Steven Young from California. She had me take a

bunch of color slides of him doing 3C, 3R and4B to
show his classmates back home.

1 happened upon Randy Pryor and buddy Greg
Coleman outside passing 7C and each doing 5B.
Randy was also doing a fun routine with a felt top
hat. Got a lot of good color and black and white
shots of that. Who else did I see... Well, there’s

14-year-old Ryder Schwartz 5C; Carlo passing clubs
with Alan Butts and Richard Aaron; Daniel Holz-

man fmger catching balls; Larry Kluger with diablo;
Barry McKay 5B; Anthony Allen 3C; Andrew Head

balancing a cane and hat; Tony Duncan 3C on a

slack rope. A lot of people gave the old slack rope a

try. It’s like those bull-riding machines, though -
you don’t stay on long, and you can break your neck!

A fellow whose name I didn’t get was on stilts

passing clubs with Tony on the slack wire. Also
outside were Margaret L^mon and Miz Tilley pass
ing 6C (C) and Fred Stempel and Paul Smith teach

ing Steve TiUman to ride a uni (C). Then there’s
Ginger Brand twirling a Chinese ribbon, Wayne

Haines riding a 48-inch wheeled uni with Sue Shire-
man on his shoulders.

I asked The Enthusiasts group of youngsters to
do a couple of their group juggling tricks, and also
got a nice shot of them posed together. There is
Renee Crosby, a college student and photographer
from Omaha inspecting a Dube fire torch. Alexis
Lee was outside one evening twirling a fire baton
and Martin Smith was there, too, juggling three
torches. 1 got Matt Sitter, George Shoebotham

and Jim Thompson showering 9B. That’s a fun
trick you don’t see too many people doing.

It was great to see my old friend Tommy Curtin.

I got a few candid shots of Tommy talking to people.
Another dear and longtime friend, Ken Benge, was
doing some great club work.

Did you see the photo in the papers around the
country of Bob Nickerson juggling four hatchets?
I was standing right beside the AP photographer
when he took the pix. Gee! Maybe my picture will
appear in Jugglers World... (By the way, did you
see my photo of Ignatov in the August Omni mag
azine? They promised me a photo credit, but it’s
not there.)

As for the championships, I had one camera with
the 85 mm lens on a tripod and hand-held two other

cameras. 1 took a lot of pictures, both black and
white and color. I think 1 got at least one shot of
each entrant, just for the record. Many of the en
trants I didn’t know, so if you wish to inquire about
these photos you’ll have to send a description of
what you did and wore and a stamped, self-addres
sed envelope. That goes for the public show as
well. 1 think 1 got pix of everyone performing there.

I missed the joggling races, but got lots of nice
shots of Bobby May and his wife, Emily, when

they appeared at the championships. We’ll treasure
having those in the archives. His last appearance
was at the Youngstown convention in 1975.

A couple of other old-timers I’m happy to have
pix of are Art Jennings and Johimy Lux. 1 hope
many of you had a chance to meet these fine gen
tlemen.

At the banquet you probably saw me flashing
away as the speakers spoke and the champions re
ceived their prizes. I got a shot of each group of
award winners. Finally, each of the new officers
has a head-and-shoulders portrait for whenever the
need arises.

Well, I guess that covers all 39 rolls of film. If
you would like to order prints, the prices for black
and white are: 3x5 - $2.25; 5x7 - $3.25; 8x10 - $5.

For color prints, send: 3x5 — $2.25; 5x7 — $4;
8x10 - $7.

Add $1 for postage and handling on orders of
5x7s or smaller, and $ 1.75 if you order any 8xl0s.

Include full payment with your order. For inquiries,
always send a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Write to:

Roger Dollarhide
873 West Blvd. #410

Hartford, CT 06105
203/233-3435
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HOW TO SUCCEED AS A JUGGLER

(Reprinted from Cassell's Magazine,

Vol. 47, No. 4, March, 1909) By PAUL CINQUEVALLI

UROM time to time people have come
J  to me and asked if I would show them
how to juggle. “ It looks so easy,”
they always sa_y. Well, it is not quite so
easy as it looks, as may be judged from
the fact that it took me eight years to
learn how to balance a couple of billiard
balls on a cue, and I have spent months,
sometimes years, in learning how to per
form se^•eral other feats in my repertoire.

must learn to do is to see things without
looking at them. This may scorn a
paradoxical statement, but it is, never
theless, true. For example, when I am
balancing a glass on straw on my fore
head, and juggling five hats at the same
time I never look at the hats ; if 1 did so
for even the hundredth part of a second
the glass and straws would collapse, but
I know instinctively the position of the
hats, and can catch them and juggle with
them just as easily as if I were actually
looking at them.

But it takes years of practice to acquire
what I can only call this sort of double
sight.

Continual practice is essential even
for the most accomplished juggler. If
I were to take a month’s holiday, and not
to go through some feats during that

period, 1 should probably have to practise
lor a year before 1 could perform in public '
again. As a matter of fact, I practise
every day for three hours at least.

'I'here is one point the modern juggler
must recognise and understand, and

I caught the ball in the wrong place and
was knocked senseless. After months of

practice I learned how to catch it in the
right place ; then I tried a ball w’eighing
17 lb., and a little while later I used a
60-lb. ball.

The first thing a juggler must do is to
learn to work his limbs, especially his
liands and arms, with immense rapidity.
To acquire such rapidity of movement, it
is necessary to go through various exercises
e\-ery day, and above all to see that each

day one does the exercises a little more
rapidly than the day before.
Then one must train the eye to act very

rapidly. Try such a simple exercise as
juggling a couple of tennis balls, and you
will probably find that occasionally, easy
as such an exercise is, you will drop a ball,

W'liy ? Simply because the eye does
not act always with sufficient quickness
to enable you to catch the ball. The
ball never waits, it will fall always pre
cisely at the same rate and in the same
way. When your eye has become trained

to act with unvarying rapidity you will
never miss catching the ball.
From juggling with two balls the

learner can gradually pass to juggling
with five. When he can juggle with
absolute certainty with five balls he will
have acquired a very fair facility with
hand and eye, and he may proceed to
learn more difficult feats.

Perhaps the hardest thing a juggler

Of course, some people can make hand
and eye act together naturally with far

accuracy than
I gave a few lessons some time

ago to a young lady who knew absolutely
nothing about juggling, and yet at the
e r y first

lesson she

learned to

juggle five
bails in the
air. I have

never seen

Ihis done be

fore by any
one at the

first a t-

tempt, and
it greatly
astonished

me.

greater rapidity and
others.

lN. %m
A juggler

must never

feel the least

doubt as to

his ability to
perform any
of his feats.

If he does,

i t simply
means that

he has not
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proper!y
mastered it.

Forexample,
when I throw

a 6o-lb. can

non ball in the air and catch it on the

back of my neck as it comes down, I
should be instantly killed if I did not
catch it in the right place. If I were an
eighth of an inch out in my reckoning I
should be a dead man ; but I feel just
as certain of catching the ball properly
as I am that I can walk downstairs with

out falling.

CINQUEVALLI THROWS UP THE

CANNON BALL, USING HIS
FEET ONLY.

J■ -,s
9.

X: '-H'
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THE CANNON BALL FALLING ON CINQUEVALLI S
HEAD, WHICH IS PROTECTED BY A STRONG
STEEL HELMET.

that is that he must amuse his audience
as well as interest them. Of recent years
I have always introduced an element of
humour into my performances by doing
things in a funny way, but it makes them
much more difficult to do.

It took me a good deal of practice to
learn how to do this feat with the cannon
ball, but once learned it was never for
gotten. The fi rst time I tried it I did
it with a wooden ball weighing only i lb.

THE CANNON

CAREFULLY
EYE.

ball, travelling
WATCHED

UPWARDS,
BY CINQUEVALLI S
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Count 'em... Quick!
Seven-object competitors at the IJA Cleveland Convention gathered on stage for a communal
toss-up at the end of their competition. (1-r) Nguyen, Howard, Summers, Aronson, Rosen,
Jackman, Olivier, Beck.

EXPLANATORY

PROGRAMMES

neck of bottle caught on back of hand and balanced
in that position, and various other movements, the

best being where left hand passes bottle behind back
under right arm and over the forearm, dropped and
on the point of striking the floor when the right hand
reaches out quietly and catches it by the neck. Throws
bottle in the air, one turn, and catches it with fore

finger in the neck. Bottle placed on the seat of a
chair.

on nose — a clever move. Juggles with open um

brella, hat and a cigar: hat caught on top of open
umbrella: hat thrown from top of umbrealla and
caught on head: hat jerked from head on to peg of
stand.ESSMANN, JUGGLING WAITER

ST. GEORGE‘S HALL, LONDON
SEPTEMBER 1908

Two glass bottles... Throws up and catches
the one on the side of the other, balancing the one
on the other in a variety of positions and the usual
movements.

Flower Stand (small table), Flower Pot and Tree...

Removes tree from the pot, takes up the three objects

and juggles the lot.

Pig and Plate... imitation suckling thrown up,
caught and balanced on plate in a variety of positions,

finishing by catching the piglet nose on in the centre
of bottom of plate, striking his legs and causing him

to spin round rapidly on his nose — very funny effect.

Three Cigar Boxes... The three boxes stacked

(flat) one on top of the other, thrown up, apparently
all loose, and caught ends on, one on top of the
other. All pulled together by a cord, or elastic, pass
ing through the lot.

Six Cigar Boxes and Lamp... Six full-sized
cigar boxes are first stacked flat one on top of the
other, a large lighted lamp being placed on the top
of the pile. The pile is then balanced on a stick, the

boxes being knocked away with the stick, one at a

time, from the bottom, until only the lamp is left
balanced on the stick. Lamp is then thrown up (one
turn), caught and balanced on stick.

(This review is reprinted from Stanyon’s
Magic, an English publication which

appearedfrom 1900 - 1919.)

Bottle and Basket... Picks up bottle basket in
the left hand, chair in the right hand and jerks bottle
from chair into the basket.

Silk hat, Open umbrella and Two Balls... Throws
the lot, finally catching the hat on his head. Hat
placed on seat of chair.

Tricks with lighted match, cigar, candle, etc...
Strikes match and throws it up alight (one turn) and
catches plain end in mouth: lights candle with match
then puts match in pocket alight: the latter move, as

always, creating considerable amusement. Lights
cigar at candle then throws up candle out of stick
(one turn) extinguishing candle by catching lighted
end in the candlestick. Picks up chair, jerking hat
from seat (one turn) on to head then throws hat,
cigar and umbrella.

Hat and Cigar... Hat held crown up in right
hand, cigar laid on crown of hat: both objects thrown
in air (one turn) hat caught on head and cigar in
mouth. Hat jerked from head, caught and balanced
on umbrella, thrown up caught and balanced by rim

Stage set to represent a Restaurant: several small
tables loaded with bottles, plates, vases of flowers,
etc.; also the usual furniture, chairs, hat stands, ferns

in pots, etc.
Performer appears attired as a waiter, carrying a

cloth and proceeds to polish up the plates, botdes,
etc., then commences juggling.

Plates... Takes up two plates, one in each
hand, bottoms of plates resting on the plams of the

hands. Turns hands upside down bringing them to

their original positions quickly, plates do not fall:

this is repeated several times, various movements
such as passing the plates over the head, etc. The

effect depends upon the property of inertia and quick
movements to bring the force into play.

Bottle... Full-sized champagne

bottle thrown up by the neck (one turn) and caught
bottom of bottle on the back of hand: reverse, and



His hour-long documentary , in which the Ton-

gan juggling is a small segment, will be relea,sed to

television and film festivals later this year. Co-pro
ducer Kim Hoeg promised to give viewing infomia-
tion to Jugglers World as soon as possible.

During a 10-day stay on Tonga, Cross-
ley found totally different approaches to the art than
the San Francisco street scene he grew up with.
■'Only the women there juggle, and only in a show
er pattern," he said.

He and his four male companions put on Ameri
can style demonstrations for the native population
during their visit, and were able to interest several
Tongan schoolboys to learn. In one film .scene,
Marty Coffey began juggling clubs outside a schcxtl,
prompting a mass abandonment of studies inside.
"All the kids ru.shcd out of the building, scream
ing and excited," Crossley recalled.

Besides Coffey, others on the film crew were
Hoeg, John Malvino and Paul Lewis.

"Juggling used to be more prevelant in all the
(Continued on next page)

According to legend on the
South Pacific island kingdom of
Tonga, a maiden was approached
in an orchard by a witch in a bright
ly colored cape. He promised it to
her if she could keep the fruit of a
tree from hitting the ground as he
shook it loose. Of course, she out
witted the witch by juggling each
piece as it fell.

/ rode nine hours by train from
Stockholm to Copenhagen, Denmark
in May to see Evgeni] Biljauer perform
with the Russian State Circus. After
seeing himfor three nights, I think he
is the best club Juggler in the world.

U.S.S.R.

By Ola Sundberg
Stockholm, SwedenTonga

I watched him wann up the morning I arrived,
then went backstage to introduce myself. I showed
him my IJA card and he invited me to practice with
him. While I did a little five clubs, he did five over
hand, under the legs and behind the back with both
two and three spins. He also pirouetted and caught
all five!

Bob Crossley, a professional bridge player and
free-lance film maker from San Francisco, CA, leam-
both legend and fact while filming there in Septem
ber 1980.

1 asked him it he could do five clubs longer than
Ignatov's 16-minute recorded time. He replied that
he wasn't interested in records; that he could do it
until he fell asleep.

He does a ten minute act. He begins with a five
club run around the ring, then does five under both
legs and behind the back. In a cascade, he does five
v\ nil only one spin, then two, then three, and hack -
to lw\) again. He then balanced one on his forehead
vv hilc juggling the other lour in atwo-and-twospread
lormalion. He did kickups from four clubs to five,
and I unshed w ith a piroiiciie.

JUGGLING,
Around The World

(Continued on next page)

A middle-aged man balanced a
drinking straw on his nose. He added
an egg. Another egg, and a third,
without any support. Apparently,
what we saw in China was a fairly
ordinary display of juggling.

China
By Ginny Wilkins
Lakewood, CO

If you want to .see juggling in China, you should
ask about it immediately upon your entiy into the
country. The government carefully controls all tour
ism and you will be assigned a national and series
of local guides.

Your request will probably be passed along by
the guides from city to city, as ours was, until the
opportunity to see jugglers presents itself. The Chi
nese are extremely eager to please, and airanged for
us to see two excellent juggling shows. Both, in
Tianjin and Shanghai, were combination magic,
juggling and acrobatic shows.

Feats of juggling and acrobatics which left us
with our jaws dropping and hands aching to applaud
seemed to bore the Chinese audience. We tried to
refrain from clapping, as lengthy applau.se is not the
custom in China. However, the Chinese people
fascinated with the magic acts.

were

153. Cordiform Map of World by Oronce Fine, Venice, 1566PLATi: XXXIV

(Continued on next page)
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JUGGLING,
Around The World

%

■fcU.S.S.R.
1

Chinese vase balancer
(Continuedfrom page 11)

Next he replaces one club with a soccer ball.
He bounces that on his forehead while doing four,
then goes into a cascade juggle with four clubs and
the ball. He tosses away the ball and then does
everything you can do with four clubs, including
throwing two high and somersaulting to catch them!

Tonga
(Continued from page ! /)

islands of the South Pacific - Samoa, Fiji, the Gil
bert Islands - it's dying now actually," Crossley
said. “I hope we were able to revive some interest
on Tonga.”

Interviewed on Tongan radio on his arrival,
Crossley asked all Tongan jugglers to meet for a
filming session at a local school. Many women
showed up, and the juggling began after a short trip
to pick equipment from a nearby tui-tui tree. Cross-
ley said, "It’s mostly schoolgirls who juggle there
now. We saw a 4-year-old do three, and they con
sider five to be routine."

But, one schoolteacher who said she hadn’t tried
in a while, wanned up with six and then showed
Crossley 15 throws of a seven tui-tui nut shower.
"The pattern was between 15 and 20-feet high,”
said Crossley.

Crossley saw two young girls juggling in the air
port when he arrived, and many more kneeling on
mats in a park juggling and listening to music on
their radios.

Because the schoolteacher could do seven after
such a long layoff, Crossley thinks it’s feasible to
assumer that earlier Tongans did eight or more.

"There’s evidence that juggling began as part
of a ritual practiced by Tongan noblewomen while
making kava,” Crossley continued, identifying it
as a narcotic drink.

The evidence further indicates that the more tui-

tui nuts a noblewoman could keep aloft, and the
longer she could do it, the better were her chances
of marrying a nobleman!

China.He did some three ball rolls on his body, and
threw up and caught nine rings. The last part is his
incredible three club routine. He finishes lying on
his back doing three over his head, throws one up
high and jumps to catch it.

He told me he came from a circus family. His
two brothers and one sister are in the circus, and his

father was also. When he was 15 he began living
and training with the circus, and got to perform after
five years of practice. Now he is 33 and probably
the best in the world. You don’t hear much about

, him outside the Soviet Union, though, because the
circus seldom travels outside its borders.

(Continuedfrom page II)

The Chinese juggle everyday items. We saw
vases balanced on heads and parasols on toes. Three
men stood across from a fourth and threw tin plates
at him. As he picked them out of the air and stacked
them in one hand, they increased the spieed of the
throws. Total stack, about 36 plates.

An act I could have watched all night was the
juggling of heavy porcelain vases. To get them on
one’s head, they had to be swung far back between
the legs. Some vases were so large that their mani
pulators could hardly fi t them between widely bowed
legs.

But, I never saw any jugglers miss a vase catch
on their heads. And then.. . well, all sorts of things,
a roll across the chest, across the back of the neck, a
flip from one person’s neck to another’s (a most
unusual game of catch!). The bowls were balanced
in every way imaginable, even on the vety fine edge.

One young man, with the open end facing the
audience, turned himself a quarter-turn. Then, going
a quarter-turn each move, continued until he faced
the audience again. He then proceeded to make two
half-turns, and climaxed with a full 360-degree turn.
Try that with a book if it sounds simple!

Many knowledgable jugglers have seen the fa-
“catch-the-cups-on-the-head-while-on-a-mous

unicycle’ ’ act. Too easy for the Chinese we saw.. .
They added a few elements! First, the eight-foot
unicycle was placed on a table about five to six feet
in diameter without a lip. The performer mounted
alone from the table.

After successively catching at least six cups,
saucers and spoon and sugar on the head from a toe
toss, he caught some rings, placed them on his free
leg. Then he added four sticks, on the ends of which
triangles had been placed. Each triangle balanced a
small container of colored water. When organized,
he proceeded to spin the rings, sticks, triangles and
water glasses while balancing cups and saucers and
riding the unicycle on the table! After dismantling
the rings and triangles, he jumped off the unicycle
to the floor, still holding the cups, saucers and sugar
cubes.Evgenij Biljauer Juggling on Tonga



Dube, Inc., expands
with classes, new space

In the vast, vertical, concrete expanse of New

York City, Brian Dube cherishes his 3,000 square

feet of polished, rented, maple floor as the culmi

nation of a long-time dream.

For the past six years, he hand-fabricated every
one of the thousands of clubs marketed under his

name in his apartment, but the move to new quarters
at 25 Park Place in July included the hiring of three

full-time employees to help with the labor. There

are also five classes and two open juggling sessions

held there every week to help pay the sky-high New
York rent.

The move allows Dube to forsee a future of al

most immediate turnaround on orders, thereby elimi

nating the only complaint most jugglers have about
his products. “In January, I couldn't promise de
livery on clubs for 14 weeks,” he confessed. Besides

clubs, he markets bean bags, lacrosse balls, rings,

cigar boxes, torches, devil sticks and diablos.

But his success was built on clubs. He currently

owns five molds for different styles. Outside con

tractors fabricate the plastic bodies, then ship them
to New York where Dube and his staff insert shafts,

put on top and bottom pieces, and custom decorate
them.

'Til have some free time now to develop the
new prototypes and methods of making them that

I'vealways wanted to work on,” he said. He hopes
to outfit the space with a drill press, die cutter, metal

turning lathe and milling machine to tinker w ith new
designs and special order props for professional cus
tomers. “More than anything else, 1 want to be
equipped to fill orders for every customer, no matter

how demanding it might be," he said.
The new space lies not far from Wall Street and

Trinity Church, where Dube learned to juggle about
seven years ago. He was instantly fascinated, and

wanted to buy clubs right away. But people told
him it would take six months to order them, so he

decided to make his own. Other people, including
Steve Mills and the Alliance All Star Circus, saw

what he made and liked it. Before long, Dube aban
doned his former trade of leather working to juggle
and produce props full time.

The decision to cast his first mold in 1975 repre
sented a serious financial commitment to the new

line of work. His equipment has steadily grown in
popularity with IJA members, and his clubs seem to

be the instruments of choice when passers gather at
conventions.

He noted two major trends in juggling preferences
that have affected his business over the years. First,

he said people are asking for lighter-weight equip
ment, panicularly the club jugglers working on five
and seven.

Also, there has been a marked turn to longer

handles on clubs, to the point where they now rep
resent about half of his orders. Dube himself prefers
long handles, saying they arc slower turning, heller
lor passing, bixly throws and kickups. The diffeience

between his short and long clubs in 1-1/2 inches.
"1 made my brst long club only alxnil four yeais

ago alter seeing that Ignatov u.sed extremely long
ones. They caught on in a hiirty," he said.

Dube is content to be in larger quailers and lo
make the increased commitment the move represents.
“I'm banking on the future of juggling,'' he said.
“I plan to work on marketing what equipment 1 have
now , and I may expand into other lines of variety-
related props. "

(Dube sends out equipment eatulo^ues free
in the U.S.A. and Canada. $2.50 everywhere

else. AddSI Jor color photos of equipment.
25 Park Place. NY. NY 10007 212/6I9-2IH2)'

However, Dube explained that a recent move to

one-piece clubs marks a revolutionary change in his
business. “They’rejust as durable, and less expen
sive,” he said. “Because they’re fully molded,

there’s no maintenance — no staples or nails to work
loose or dowel to break.”

An American one-piece club is available nc .

and a European soon will be. Diameter is the sig
nificant difference between those two styles, Dube
said. His American model measures 4 - 1/4 inches

at its thickest part, while the European club is  a full

inch thinner. Many performers are turning to the
American club because of its greater visibility, Dube

said. “People are realizing that larger props read
better. It’s no discovery, actually, because Harry
Lind made all his clubs large 40 years ago. But
with more amateurs becoming performers. I’m get
ting more orders for the larger props. The people in
the show 'Bamum’ wanted larger than normal bean

bags for that reason. ’ ’

While half the new space is devoted to manufac
turing, Dube hopes to finance much of his rent through
juggling classes held in a 21 x 54 foot front studio.

Cla.s.ses in beginning and advanced juggling, club
passing and circus techniques are being taught by
Fred “Garbo” Garverand Judy Burgess. “Idecided

to put on classes mainly to provide a .space where
people in New York can get together and juggle,
but here in New York you’ve got to charge people
to be able to afford it.”

Formal classes cost $8.50 each 90-minute se.ssion

or $75 for 10, and Dube invites everyone to drop by
for open sessions on Tuesday nights and Thursday
afternoons. Be sure to drop $5 in the cash box,
however.

Dube said he sits at his desk under the 14-foot

ceiling some nights planning how to use the new
space to produce more and better equipment.

BOXED OUT By John T. Reutershan
Bronx, NY

This installment deals with extracting the full
range of possibilities from a juggling idea. I’m sure
many of us have at some time seen a juggler who
has created a new and fascinating pattern by simply
rearranging or combining some basic moves already
in our own repertoire. This article is a contribution
toward helping us all be that juggler.

We will always start from the Standard Position

(SP): hands gripping end boxes on top; middle box
pressed between. Consider one of the most basic-

moves, the Turn and Turn (T and T): maintaining
grip, right hand turns right box 180 degrees clockwise
(1) and then 180 degrees counter-clockwise (2).

There are actually at least six ways to present
this move: right hand repeatedly, left hand repeat
edly, alternate right hand and left hand T-and-T’s,

staggered with each hand making the first half of
the turn before either makes the final turn, simulta

neous T-and-T’s, or staggered simultaneous where
the hands are always opposite (one on top and one
on bottom in preparation for the simultaneous turns.

This sequence proceeds from simple to complex.
Next, consider the turn and grab move T-and-

G: begin with a right hand turn, but instead of another
right hand turn as above to return to the start posi
tion, the right hand releases its bottom grip and re
grabs the right box on top while the boxes stay in a

line (3 and 4). You can also work out the six ways
with this move. The same is true of the G-and-T

move (here, the grabs are on the bottom, and the

turn brings the hand up top, and of the G-and-G
move.

Note, for example, that there is plenty for the
eye to follow in a staggered simultaneous T-and-
G; and that a simultaneous G-and-G leaves all three

boxes momentarily free. So, with just two basic
moves, (a turn and a grab), and a framework of per

mutations, we have generated a fairly large set of
patterns, not all elementary.

Staying within the realm of balanced sequences
where both hands do the .same work in one cycle,
there is still a little more we can develop. Notice
that we never combined a top and a bottom grab.
Doing so leads to a move such as this; From SP,

first do a set-up right hand turn, then simultaneous
G-and-G’s, then simultaneous T-and-T’s, etc.

Applying the method of this discussion will squeeze
out a few more of this type.

Of course, many of the,se moves look similar,

and some are probably only gocxl for practice. My
feeling is that if moves which are mirror images are
both to be included in a routine, they should be back-
to-back or close to it, else the audience will prob
ably think you’re doing the same thing twice.

1 am not suggesting that a routine is a fomi of

mathematical drudgery - no audience will complain
that you omitted a variation. You decide what's

interesting and varied. But it can't hurt to have an
overstocked inventory from which to .select.
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An Interview With...
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Loco-Motion Vaudeville has

built an impeccable reputation on
the college performance circuit

for their exciting and versatile
performances.

Bounce, Cyrus, Flip, Rodger

and Jan are all IJA members.

Geno, IJA president, met Loco-
Motion poolside at Grossingers

Hotel in New York state. He con

tributes here the substance of
their conversation.

i
Cyrus (bottom), Bounce (seated) and Flip Pat Donley photo Bounce works on a new t

...(jeno... your college work?...Geno...

I’ve known you for five years, and seen the
changes you’ve made. Would you review the his

tory of your group and how you got started?

It seems that juggling was the center of every
thing at frist. When did you get into acrobatics and
balancing?

...Bounce...

Yes, there are a lot of jugglers moving into
the college circuit. I think, in large part, Cyrus and

I opened the door and showed them this market was

there. To get in, you join the NEC, then you show
case at conferences of college entertainment direc-

But life on the road is no picnic. Youtors,

...Cyrus......Bounce...

We started in 1974 when Cyrus and 1 first got

together at the University of Massachusetts in Am

herst. We juggled three balls each, but really got
into it after going to a local juggling fest. We went
our own ways for the summer when I tried to get

into Ringling Brothers Clown College, but I didn’t
get accepted and went back to Amherst and Cyrus.

We started passing clubs, and then getting jobs.

Our first job was in the school system, where
we did seven shows in three days. It went well, and

we decided to try to stay together. Dawn Trina helped

us for a little while at the beginning.

“Bounce and Cyrus’’ wasn’t a big enough name
so we looked in the thesaurus to find one. We found

“locomotion” under “movement” and decided to

stick with it.

We started mostly with juggling and unicycling.
Then we saw the Chinese acrobats from Taiwan

and that turned us on to doing other circus arts. My
size and Cyrus’s were perfect for hand balancing
together.

So, we worked together for about three years
and ended up teaching down at Ringling Brothers
Clown College, Flip was a student there, we met
him in 1976, and he joined us a year later. He’s
been with us since.

have a lot of tough times, including the occasional
all-night drive. I guess a lot of it depends on how
successful you are. The more successful you are,
the more you’re traveling without stability or a
home base. Your home is your vehicle or hotel I
room.

You meet a lot of new friends in different

places, but the travel is taxing. We’re at that point
now, really travelling around. We perfoimed at
close to 100 colleges this year, six to seven months
of solid travel. A lot of people want to see our
show.

...Geno...

I started the college circuit in 1975 and I believe

you showed up at the end of that year. So, you’ve
put a lot of time in it. There seems to be a lot of

interest in performing at colleges now, with more
and more jugglers popping up on the circuit all the
time. What kind of comments do you have as far as
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to be aware of what’s happening out there in the
world. It’s a matter of continuous education in

whatever you choose to do.

I guess if I have any suggestion to give to a per
former, it’s preparation. You’re in the public eye;
preparation reflects on you. if you get into
performing with fervor, you’ll be doing a number

of shows a week and you’ll have to put on a highly

developed, high quality show every time.

...Jan......Geno...

I’m glad you’ve had time to come to UA

conventions. This may be a dangerous question to
ask, but, what do you think of the IJA?

Although all of us admire the brilliant juggling
technician, there is a very severe limit on an

audience’s perception of juggling. The average
non-juggling audience can only appreciate a certain
amount at a time.

In a Las Vegas juggling show, you see perhaps

a 7-minute non-stop technical act. But 7 minutes is
really all you can watch. It becomes a visual dis

play for the eyes. To some extent, it’s like getting
an intense shot of artwork, where there’s only a cer

tain amount of it you can focus on. By bringing the
juggling into a theatrical framework, we can use it
as a hook for the audience’s attention. That’s what

we’re trying to do.
The audience will be able to watch a lot more

juggling and gain an appreciation for how it relates
to them as people. By demystifying the process

with words or music, we can tie people into juggling.

...Bounce...

The conventions are great! I’ve been to three

now, and every one has been like juggler’s heaven.
I’ve thoroughly enjoyed myself, because it’s a
magical time for everyone there. It’s wonderful

getting together with other jugglers and sharing.
Through the years on the road we’ve met a lot of

ofjugglers and heard about a lot more. Then all of a

sudden there we are, all together at an IJA

convention! It’s a great time to share and enjoy.

...Geno...

It’s interesting that you say, “What’s in vogue,”
because what you do is almost timeless. It doesn’t
need a specific vogue. How do you feel about the

particular kind of material you use?

...Cyrus......Geno...

Can you suggest how other jugglers might
develop a performance? Would you stress work on
developing entertainment, or technical, ability?

1  agree that it’s timeless, but we work

nuances into it.. We pick up from some figure in
the news or a celebrity or comic, because we know

the audience can relate to that figure.

rt?

(l-r) Bounce, Cyrus and Rodger Pat Donley photoick C 1981 Roger Dollarhide ̂

...Geno...

How much practicing do you do on the road?

...Bounce...

The main time we practice is before a show.
We try to get to a job about three hours ahead. One

hour is for set-up, and the rest is our preparation -

getting our strength toogether and tuning in on the
juggling. If we have some extra time during the
day, we might to some extra juggling.

Then, I go for a mn every day. Other people do
other things - stretching or working on their flex
ibility. But we all keep in relatively good shape on
tour.

...Bounce......Bounce...

You never get worse as a juggler if you’re

working at it. But you’ve got to touch the audience.
A lot of technical stuff can leave an audience

cold. Ifyou’re a good entertainer, you can get them
on your side juggling just one ball or club - that

can mean more to them than juggling ten.

When you see some of the entertainers on the

circuit nowadays, it’s clear that you don’t have to
be a great technical juggler to be a good entertainer.
I think people are looking for a good entertainer who
uses juggling as a vehicle, rather than just ajuggler.

For myself, I hope I can develop mote as an enter
tainer than just as a technician. Just being a tech

nician won’t get you very far. You have to be able
to communicate verbally with the audience for your
act to go over well.

(Editors note: Jan Kirschner has recently left
Loco-Motion Vaudeville and Rodger French of
Atlanta, GA, has joined.)

...Geno...

Jan, can you tell me how Loco-Motion works
juggling into a total act?

Music in the background can put an act either in

vogue or out. Juggling is timeless, but when you do
it to something like Devo’s “Whip It,” then it’s a

vogue thing for now. The college kids are up as
soon as they hear that tune.

...Cyrus...
They identify with what’s happening, and that

wins them over. The thing that’s fmstrating is

when you do material you know is good, but no one

gives you feedback. Some material has to be
worked geographically.

...Geno...

I’ve noticed a lot of changes in your show over

the years. What kinds of new things are you adding
now?

...Geno...

Do you put conditioning right up there with re
hearsal and practice?

...Cyrus... ...Bounce...

In the last year, Cyrus added a straight jacket

escape off his seven-foot unicycle, which has

probably never been done before. We actually tie

(Continued on next page)

It depends. If you’re a stand-up comic, you
have to be aware of what material is in vogue. If
you want to incorporate mime, fine arts and dance,
you have to continually take classes in those areas
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Loco-Motion Vaudeville
Then there’s Key West. It’s a pleasant time

down there. It’s nice to work out on the beaches

during the day and you can perform once per night
at sunset. But no one’s ever going to get rich as an
entertainer in Key West.

(Continued from page !5)

him up and push him onto the unicycle!
We spend about eight minutes building the

crowd up to the trick. We do it in different ways,
but all are comedy pieces to support the conclusion

when he escapes.
Then there are some abstract things. I play a

life*sized juggling puppet called Mr. Triangle
Man. There’s a story where 1 end up manipulating

cigar boxes, and 1 alsojuggle scarves and twirl a big
beach ball on an umbrella.

...Bounce...

That’s the way our business is set up. We are
probably going to try to get into places for a couple
of weeks at a time in the future to lessen the burden

of travel and lower our overhead.

Now we do one-nighters to generate money to
cover our overhead. Anyone who goes out on the
road wants to come back with a bit of a bankroll.

You don’t want to go out for four weeks and break
even.

...Geno...

Rodger, how did you get involved with Loco-
Motion Vaudeville?

...Rodger...
Actually, I have known Cyms and Bounce fora

long time. Theytaught me to juggle at the 1976
N.E.C. convention in Charleston, SC. At that time

I was a musician in the Last Great Jive Ass Jug
Band. So, I’ve been friends with the members of

Loco-Motion for five years. 1 joined the group last
February to replace Jan Kirschner.

...Geno...

...Geno...

I notice you’re doing some dance, too

Did you work the streets much when you first
started?some

disco. ...Geno...

What is your role in the show?
...Cyrus...

...Bounce...

We’re trying to professionalize and spice up all
aspects of the show. Cyms is doing a lot of dance
these days, taking a lot of jazz classes and filling his
time in the show with it.

The streets were our baptism. Five years ago
you could find us in the Boston area, New York,

New Orleans, Key West, Montreal; we went where-

everthe big crowds were. We were the only ones at
Mardi Gras and the only juggling act at the Montreal
Olympics. It really kept us going, because the con
tract work wasn’t there.

...Rodger...
My role is mostly to play music and act as M.C.,

although 1 do some club passing in the four-man
routines. The shows are pretty easy and a lot of fun.
My musical style on the accordian is well-suited to

Loco-Motion’s show. However, the travel gets pretty
rough... It would be much easier if we played longer 

’

mns instead of one-nighters.

...Geno...

You’ve gone from two to three to four people in
your group. Which do you find best? Whatadvan-

.  tages and disadvantages do you find?

...Geno...

Have the streets changed since you left? What
do you see out there now?

...Bounce...

The advantage of having more people is that

you have other people to talk to, other people to
work with and share the driving. But there are oc

casional difficult times. Having as many people as
we do now, we can sort out personality problems by

shuffling our seating in the vans.

...Geno...

What was the reason for Loco-Motion’s name

change from Circus to Vaudeville?

...Cyrus...
Well, my personal view is that in a lot of places

the streets have turned into a whole different scene.

It’s no longer so spontaneous.
So many people have caught on to the kind of a

living that can be made in the streets that now there’s
competition to get the good spots. I'm not downgrad
ing all the acts out there, but some aren’t quality.

Some people are out there just putting a hat down
and expecting to get remuneration for a painted face
or a few general props. But it’s not for me to say
they shouldn’t be able to do that, because .street per
forming comes under freedom of spieech in the First
Ammendment. I predict many more people will get
into the streets. There'll be much more competition
in the future.

...Jan...

A few years ago, we started trying to move the
show into more of a theatrical context. With the

name Circus, people invariable programmed the .show
outdoors and in situations where the focus of the act

wasn’t always uniform. There were too many dis
tractions. Anything from bright, sunny days to things
blowing around. As the show progressed and as it

moved it toward a theatrical framework - that being
my background - we decided there had to be a name

change so people would beging to think of the show
as more of a stage act.

...Geno...

You tour now without the help of agents, don’t

you?

...Bounce...

Yes, we’ve worked twice with agents and both
times they’ve gotten us less money for less work
than when we did it ourselves.

But doing it yourself is time consuming and
difficult. We have huge phone bills - $400 to $700
a month sometimes. But by doing that, we're gen

erating capital in terms of future work to cover it.

...Geno...

How often do you teach other people to juggle?
...Bounce...

That also makes it much more difficult for us

and other established acts. We’re the ones who ac

tually helped establish the strong street scene. Like
Boston, which is one of the best places in the country
to street perform. Some places in Boston won’t
book you unless you are from the area because of

the number of people who want to do it. I think it’s
good we’re not dependent on the streets for our main
income now.

...Jan......Geno...
We teach people to juggle all the time. I wasn’t

around in the days when juggling was supposedly a
secret art. One of the things that turns us all on is

that juggling is a way for people to leam about them
selves. My own feeling is that you leam about your

place in the universe.

It’s a very Zen activity for me, in terms of con

centration, defocusing on yourself; being able to
concentrate purely on what’s going on. We try to

leam new things from jugglers who are better than
us and teach things to jugglers who are not as good.

Somehow if everyone shares and raises the level

of all of us, it’s not competition. There’s nothing
more exciting than teaching a novice who really

wants to leam. It’s a great joy for us, something

that helps us find meaning in life.

Do you do your own promotional materials too?

...Bounce...

We design some of them. Our main visual con
sultant is Douglas Barr, who also puts together mat
erial for Slap Happy. When you try to sell a show
for a lot of money, you need to present a professional

package - sharp, clean, good photographs, good

paper. You should also have posters, publicity and
press releases. It all takes money, but if you have
an amateur package it will reflect badly on you.

...Geno...

Do you find you’re doing mostly one-nighters?

...Geno...

If you had to name the six best locations for

street work, what would they be?

...Bounce...

Boston; San Francisco; New Orleans; Boulder,

CO; Eugene, OR; and maybe New York. But New
York has a really weird scene. People just appear
on street comers. You’re never sure of what’s going
on.
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This style stick is soft, safe and very, very easy
to manipulate. U.se normal handsticks. Anyone
who is an intermediate (whatever that is) on wotxlen

tape-wrapped devil sticks will suddenly be an expert
on this. The combination ot foam and length give it
the control.

Stuart balances it in the center on one hand stick,
flips it into an end balance on the stick, to the other
end, etc. He al.so does moves over the back of his

NIFICENT
English IJAer Stuart Fell has done at least two

things out of the ordinary recently: attempted to
defend the White House against super-strength in
vaders from another planet, and invented a new,
easy-to-leam devil stick.

His first contribution to Western Culture came

as Stuart, a professional stunt man, was helping out

with the movie Superman //. Besides advising on
some of the flying scenes, he was hurled through

the air on at least eight occasions by the Krypton
Creeps, and was thrown through a White House wall.

His second - more lasting — contribution came

as he was trying to figure out how to incorporate the
devil stick (that long, thin Chinese hour-glass shaped

prop manipulated with two hand sticks) into his jug

gling appearances as a jester at medieval banquets
held in stately old homes largely for the benefit of

busloads of U.S. tourists (a very big business in
Britain).

Stuart has been cautious about the props he uses

ever since a waiter bumped his arm and a wooden
club he was juggling gave a woman a headache even

before the cheap ale she was being served got to

quality paint rollers you can buy, which in Britain
are made of foam rubber. (Better quality rollers are
covered with wooly stuff.) If you can't find such
rollers you could just glue one-inch thick foam rubber
around your dowel from end to end.

Stuart gets his tapered-at-the-middle shape not
by cutting the foam, but by sewing the stick up in
hour-glass-shaped cloth which gets tighter and tighter
towards the middle of the stick. The result is about

two inches wide at either end and one inch in the

middle.

neck which would be painful to leam with the stand

ard model. Kicks with the foot and thigh are also
easy.

He has shown it to .some devil stick purists who
pointed out that it didn't make noise and thus lost its

effect. But the Fell Stick — big, bumptious and
brightly patterned — whirling about the owner's brxly,
is, in tact, most effective. It may even get a part in
Superman III. Watch for it!

j 0OLL5 joc<;i,Ep,
And one is thrown wh-a

'sueWAYS throw'TO
OF NECK, an© the other
TWO ARE Jk/CCLeO without

A BRIAK ' IF t>ON6 SMCK

The vanish is not notice©.
OUQ turns round

VoOKIlUC FOR BAUC'
WHILE

her.

JOE
His stick is about 30 inches long and made from a

half-inch dowel. Over this dowel he put end-to-end
about three (enough to make 30 inches) of the worst

»*
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ATTENTION PYROMANICS
For shipping and
packaging please
include-

\ $1.50 for one torch or
$2,25 for 2 or more.

SAFE and INSANE

FIRE TORCHES

$10.50 each
/

California residents

add 6%% sales tax.
18 inches long, shiny aluminum wrapped with

wire inserted asbestos Send for our

FREE CATALOG.

We are adding to our inventory

THE WOODEN BALL TRICK
HAPPY JUGGLING!!!and

THE EIGHT BALL TRICK
THE JUGGLING ARTS

612 Calpella Dr.

San Jose, CA. 95136

Look for us in future advertisements

with these new (?) items.
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MEETINGS AND NOTICES
Durham, NH — The University of New Hamp
shire club meets Wednesday 7-1 1 p.m. in the Mem
orial Union Building on campus. Call Mark Neisser
at 603/868-9898.

8327 or Jim Berger 524-2285.

Johnstown, PA — For juggling infomiation. call
Dick Lorditch 814/536-0579.

Please send information for this column
to: Jugglers World

PO 443 Davidson, NC 28036

Anchorage, AK — Juggling class meets Wed
nesday 7-9 p.m. at the Anchorage Community Col
lege in the multi-purpose room. Call Jim Kerr at

1-4621.

Durham, NH - The U.N.H. club meets Wed
nesday 7-1 I p.m. in the Memorial Union Building
on campus. Call Mark Neisser 603/868-9898.

Lincoln, NE — The Lincoln Jugglers meet Sun
day at Cooper Park, 8th & D St. Call Jim or Dennis
402/474-4800.

East Lansing, MI — The M.S.U. jugglers meet
Tuesday from 6-8:30 p.m. at the Union Tower Room.
Contact Daniel Sadoff through PO 1474, East Lan
sing, Ml 48823.

Lexington, KY - Jugglers meet Monday 7:30-9
p.m. at Woodland Park. Call Steve Roenker or Jean

St. John 606/231-0565.

Atlanta, GA — Atlanta Jugglers Association
meets Tuesday and Thursday 6-8 p.m., Moreland
School, comer of Euclid and Austin Aves. NE. Call

Toni Shifalo 404/373-7138. London, England - Tim Batson's Juggling
Workshop is held at the Pineapple Dance Center, 7
Langley St., London WC2, on Sunday afternoons.

Erie, PA — Jugglers meet Tuesday 6:30-9:30 in
the YWCA at 130 W. 8th St. Call Bill Dietrich at

814/825-7369.
Baltimore, MD — The Baltimore Jugglers
Association meets Monday from 6:30 - 10 p.m. in
the Wyman Park Multi-Purpose Center, 501 W. 30th
St. Call Janet Sanford, 301/323-6613.

Madison, WI —Jugglers meet Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Union South on the comer of Randall and Dayton
St. Just whistle!

Eugene, OR — Classes are held Monday and Tues
day nights at the Lane Community College. Call
Tom Dewart 503/683-8344 or Janet Planet 683-8956.Boston, MA — The MIT Juggle Club meets from

1:30-5:30p.m. Sundays in the lobby of Building 13
on campus. Warm days, the meeting will be in

.  front of the student center. Call Arthur Lewbel at

617/628-3702.

Minneapolis, MN - Jugglers meet Wednesday
5:30 p.m. to dark at Matthews Center, two bkKks
south of 28th and E. Franklin. Call John Linn
612/788-0342.

at

Evanston, IL — Jugglers meet Wednesday 8 p.m.
at the Robert Crown Center, 801 Main St. Call

Jack Snarr 312/869-4606.

Fort Wayne, IN — Jugglers Anonymous meets
occasionally. Call Charlie Wilier 219/426-8998.

Gardena, CA — Jugglers meet from 7-10 p.m.
Wednesdays in Freeman Park. Call Andy Lintz
213/316-1702.

Hermosa Beach, CA - The South Bay jugglers
meet Wednesday and Sunday from 1 p.m. to dark at
the Hermosa Pier. Call Andy Lintz 713/316-1702.

Buffalo, NY — The Buffalo Juggling Club meets
regularly. Call Rich Chamberlin 716/873-8193.

Minneapolis, MN - The U. ofM. Juggling Club
meets Monday and Thursday 4-6 p.m. in Noms Gym
#60. An infomial gathering is held Mondays in the
winter 6-9 p.m. at Seward School, 2309 28th Ave.
South. Call Dan Westacott 612/788-5807.

New York, NY — The Flying Debris Juggling
Club meets Sunday afternoons in Central Park at
77th St. Go down the path at the end of the stone
wall on the left. Call Steve Schneider 212/666-2224.

Burlington, VT - Jugglers meet in Battery Park
from 5:30-8 p.m. Mondays. Call Henry Lappen at
802/658-3757 or 658/5939.

Cambridge, England — Jugglers meet Tuesdays
during University term from 8-10 p.m. in Latimer
Room, Clare College. Call Ian Kelly (0223) 352236.

Hookset, NH — The New Hampshire Juggling
Club meets Monday 8 p.m. at the Gyminney Cricket
School of Gymnastics, Mount St. Mary’s, Rt. 3.
Call 603/749-2798.

Houston, TX — The Houston Jugglers Associa
tion meets Sunday 3:30 p.m. at Bell Park, on Mon
trose Ave. at Milford St. Call Jay Herson 713/661-

North Hollywood, CA - Jugglers meet at L A.
Valley College Thursday 8:30 p.m. Call Bob
Steurer 213/448-0382.

Northridge, CA — Cal. State University at North-
ridge offers juggling and propmaking classes Monday
and Wednesday from 6:30 - 8:30. Call John Spumy
213/907-1877.

Charlotte, NC — The Charlotte Jugglers Asso
ciation meets Tuesday 7-9 p.m. in Spirit Square.
Call BobGiduz 704/374-321 1.

Charlottesville, VA — The Apples and Bananas
Juggling Club meets throughout the year. Call Mi

chael Parent at 703/296-701 1 or Larry Goldstein at
979-7720.

SPREAD

YOUR WORDS!

Pasadena, CA — Jugglers meet Saturday from 9
a.m. to noon at Hamilton Elementary School. Call
Hal Gordon 213/352-6182.

Plymouth, IN — The Notre Dame Juggling
Club meets Thursday, 7-9 p.m., in the ballroom
above the Huddle in the Fortune Building. Call Al
Eisenhour 219/936-8564 or Bob Rice 674-8074.

Portland, OR — Jugglers meet at Reed College
Wednesday 7-9 p.m. in the gym. Call Dave Heine
503/246-4018.

Chicago, IL — The Chicago Society of Juggling
meets at Triton Jr. College, 2000 5th Ave., River

Grove on Thursday from 7:30 p.m. until. Call Mike
Vondmska 312/766-2298.

The advent of organized juggling
groups can be more fruitful for all if good
ideas are widely spread. What are your
meetings like? Who comes? What sort
of successes and failures have you had
that could help out others?

Jugglers World needs articles and
pictures from local juggling clubs. Send
in accounts of your founding, your ac
tivities and your hopes and dreams.

Cleveland, OH — The Case Western Reserve
University club meets Wednesday at 5 p.m. in
Thwing Center.

Copenhagen, Denmark — Jugglers meet Wed-
ne.sday morning at 8. Call Jens Brix Christiansen at
01-2958000 or 02-441 1 13.

Redding, CA — Jugglers meet Tuesday and Thurs
day at Shasta College. Contact John Kelly at 237
Boulder Cr. #D, Redding, CA 96003.

Davidson, NC — Jugglers meet Monday 7-9 p. m.
in the College Union. Call Bill Giduz 704/892-
1296 or 892-2000.

Rochester, NY — The Rochester Juggling Club
meets occasionally. Call Greg Moss 716/671-1 143.
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San Francisco, CA — Jugglers meet all day Sun
day in Golden Gate Park near the Conservatory,

Bakalor 408/247-3123. Washington, DC — Jugglers meet Tuesday 7:30-
9:30 p.m, at the Chevy Chase Community Center,
Connecticut and McKinley Ave., NW. Call Shelly
Harris 202/667-5307.

Seattle, WA — Call the Juggling Hotline 206/
542-2030.

San Diego, CA — Jugglers meet Saturday at 10:30
a.m. at the Federal Building gym in Balboa Park.
Call Kit Summere 714/224-3887.

Seattle, WA — Jugglers meet in front of the HUB
on the U.W. campus Sundays at I I a.m. Contact
Arlen Horst. DOUBLETS

San Diego, CA - The U.C.S.D. Juggling Club
meets Wednesday from noon to 3 on the Muir Lawn.
Call Ben Decker 714/222-0100.

Tampa Bay, FL — Jugglers meet Thursday 6-9
p.m. Call Ed Kosco 813/527-1716.

(These are answers to the quiz on page 20)

1) RING, RIND, REND, REED, FEED, FLED,
FLEX, FLUX, FLUB, CLUB. Flub is in Web

ster’s New Collegiate but not in The American

Heritage Dictionary. To avoid using FLUB,
the last four steps can be changed to FLEE, FLUE,

CLUE, CLUB. 1 prefer to keep FLUB becau.se
1 think the two words preceding it make the chain

exciting!

2) BALL, BELL, SELL, SEAL, SEAT, SLAT,
SLAB,SLUB,CLUB

Van Nuys, CA - The L. A. Valley College Jug
gling Forum meets Thursday 8-10:30 p.m. in the
gym. Call Keith Emery 213/360-9200.

San Luis Obisbo, CA — Jugglers meet Sunday
1-4 p.m. in Mitchell Park. Call Mary Siefert 805/
541-3506.

St. Louis, MO — Jugglers meet Friday at 7 p.m.
at the Mid-County Library and Sunday at 1 p.m. at
Shaw Park. Call Kent Bagnall at 314/961-2819.

St. Fred’s Day
Juggling Festival

State College, PA — The Penn State Juggling
Club meets Monday evenings on the Hub Lawn in
summer and 106 White Gym otherwise. Call Jim
Lord 814/234-2815 or Steve Nadouch 234-8988.

The St. Fred's Day Juggler’s Invitational will
be held the weekend of April 2, 1982 in Ft. Wayne,
IN. Tentative plans include auditorium and street

performances, hospital shows, workshops, compe
titions with TV exposure for the winners, team juggle
projects, bounce juggling challenges up and down
stairways, obstacle course joggling races and a party
or bar-b-que feast (ever juggle hot charcoal?).

Sponsored by Jug-A-Lug (tm) Products and the
Jugglers Anonymous juggling club. Interested
people can keep in touch by writing:

The solution to number 1 might be shortened to an
eight step solution as follows: RING, SING, SINS,

SONS, SOUS, SOUP, SLUP, SLUB, CLUB

Sunnyvale, CA — Jugglers meet at Sunnyvale
Community Center Saturday noon-4. Call Barry

The second answer could be done in seven steps
with: BALL, BAIL, SAIL, SAID, SLID, SLUD,

SLUB, CLUB. However, SOUS, SLUP and

SLUD can only be found in unabridged dic
tionaries. If you can find equally short or
shorter chains which use only words found in
Websters New Collegiate or The American
Heritage Dictionary, please write Jugglers
World and tell us. I'll .send out a copy of
Counting-Out Rhymes (A Dictionary) edited
by Roger D. Abrahams and Lois Rankin to
people who can find a quicker way.

LOST AT CONVENTION

1  lost a Gahr High School class ring at the Cleve
land convention. It has a blue stone and the initials

"RJC” inside. Please contact Ricky Coleman,
19029 Allingham Ave., Cerritos, CA 90701 if you
found it. A reward is offered.

Charlie Wilier

107 South Clinton

Fort Wayne, IN 46802
219/426-8998

Getting organized in a college town.
Cambridge, England, leader reviews first year

• •

meeting place for jugglers and to teach beginners.
The club has been successful at drawing students.
Against that, however, only eight of the members
come from outside the university. In an effort to

attract more town people, two more workshops are
scheduled.

If more residents become involved, it should be

possible to keep the club running throughout the
year, instead of just during the university term.

Last year’s special events were great successes.
Seeing and meeting experienced jugglers gave people
the juggling bug, so it is to be hoped that such events
can occur every year.

there have been television features, including a
Thames TV program transmitted throughout Britain.

What was necessary to form the CJA?
l.)Provision of a regular meeting place. We

got the Latimer Room in Clare College, which is
given free of charge every Tuesday evening.

2.) Finances. A capital grant from Cambridge
University Societies’ Syndicate was a considerable
help. Most of the money was used to buy dog balls
for beginners. People who come more than twice
are usually willing to pay an annual membership
subscription of one pound sterling.

3.) A formal structure. To obtain a grant from
the university, it was necessary to elect officers,
draw up a constitution, open a bank account and
keep membership lists.

4) Publicity. Attracting interest has not been
difficult since Cambridge is a lively town with a
large student population. The main lesson has been
that juggling in public is the best advertisement.
Money spent on posters was wasted.

How should the CJA develop from here?
What follows is my personal opinion. The main

functions of the club will remain to provide a regular

By Ian Kelly
Cambridge, England

The Cambridge Jugglers’ Association came into
existence in October 1980. To the best of my know
ledge, it is the first ever juggling club to form in
Europe.

In its first year, what has the CJA done? It has
provided the opportunity for people to learn to juggle
and for “closet” jugglers to get together every week.
At the time of writing, it has signed up 92 members,
with about 25 coming to Tuesday practice sessions.

The club has also held special events. A day
long workshop in January included a public show.
Four jugglers performed, most notably Mark Robert
son. In May, 20 of us travelled from Cambridge to
the West End in London to see the Flying Karama
zov Brothers’ act. Shortly afterwards, Tim Roberts
and Steve Bernard (two juggling, sword-swallowing
European travelers) visited the club.

There has been considerable media interest in

the CJA. The Observer newspaper ran a photo and

I especially hope that jugglers from everywhere
will visit Cambridge and drop in now that the CJA
is established. 1 appeal to American jugglers who
visit Europe to include Cambridge on the agenda. 1
should add that Cambridge is one of the few towns
in Britain where the authorities allow street perfomi-
ing. Not even a license is required. So come to
Cambridge and contact either Adam Weir in Church
ill College or Claudia Kennedy in Queens College.
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By Dave Finnigan
IJA Education Director

Edmonds, WA
IfSt

Laramie, WY, for ‘ ‘presenting a public performance
without inviting the sherriff” and being sentenced
to “spend the day in town, have a great time, pass
the hat and come back soon.”

•Enduring 104 degree heat with “Pete and his

pals” in Lincoln, ME, and driving all night to keep
cool.

We left Seattle with six passengers in a big blue
van, and arrived in Cleveland with eight vehicles

and 23 jugglers in tow. Highlights of the caravan to
the 1981 convention included:

•The Rainbow Peace Gathering near Spokane,

where over 10,000 joyous people hugged, sang,
meditated and took care of each other on a forested

mountainside. Juggling and hackey-sack were the

only games in evidence.
•Stopping in Missoula, MT, for a quick rendez

vous with Todd Bergoust in a neighborhood brim

ming over withjuvenile jugglers. We first connected
with Todd on last year’s caravan.

•Meeting Billy Grace and Dan Bennett at Sugar-
house Park in Salt Lake City as TV reporters clustered

around and a news helicopter hovered overhead.

•Getting “arrested” during Jubillee Days in

fled to organize such a session, please write me.
Thanks again to everyone for contributions to the
leaming/sharing process.

Ginnette Groome, multiple baton champion and
all-round nice person, brought us a whole new per
spective. Anyone who has leafed through Karl Heinz-
Zeithen’s book, “4,000 Years of Juggling,” orhas
seen Francis Brunn perform, or has let their imagin
ation run wild, can see the potential for cross-breeding
to create “juggling plus.

Where are the juggling gymnasts, foot balancers,

horsemen, acrobats, dancers, singers, rope skippers,
pool plyers, bicyclists, trampolinists, etc? How can
we broaden, rather than narrow, our art form?

In past years we saw more use of pool cues,
parasols, nested cups, spinning plates, rola bolas,
rolling globes, hoops and other paraphenalia at con
ventions. Ideas on how we can diversify as a group,
and suggestions for special workshops to help us
learn about other art forms would be appreciated.

The most noticeable lack at the convention from

the educational point of view was the dearth of con

tact with the general public. From now on, every
convention should include classes for the local folks,

so that they can be introduced to our cornucopia of
skills.

•Partying in parks in Iowa City, along the South
Shore of Lake Michigan, and at a dozen rest stops
along the way.

Next year we'll be taking the coast route from
Seattle down to the Santa Barbara convention. If

you'd like to explore Route 1 in “high style,"join
up in Seattle or enroute for a super trip. If anyone
wants to organize a caravan from East to West, let

me know. We’ll publicize it here.

Thanks to everyone for having turned a radical
experiment into an indispensible element of UA con

ventions. This year we had 17 workshops, including
a half-dozen that were organized on the spot by eager
conventioneers.

The best workshops were those where the or

ganizer came well prepared: John Luker on comedy
and street performance; Todd Strong on stress games
and challenge games; Robert Peck on three ball story
telling; Ginnette Groome on multiple baton spinning;
Larry Krieger on the diablo. Some workshops had
over 300 participants.

For next year’s effort we hope to have designated
instructors covering each specific topic. If you want
to nominate yourself or someone else to present a
session, just let me know. One suggestion made by
Henry Slack and others was for a look at juggling
and health. This could include injuries, illnesses
and problems with posture, feet, etc. Anyone quali-

DOUBLETS
By A1 Stanger
AmAibor.MI

No, Doublets is not a strange four-person passing
formation. Doublets is a word game invented by
Charles Dodgson (a.k.a. I^wis Carroll). In Doub
lets, one word is changed into another word by a
chain of intermediate words. Each word in the chain

differs by only one letter from the preceding word.
For example, BALL can be changed into RING
with the following chain:

BALL

BALK

BANK

Proper nouns are not allowed. All words must

be dictionary words. Note that it takes five steps to
transform BALL into RING. The object of Doub
lets is to minimize the number of steps necessary
for any specific transformation.

Now try your hand at these Doublets:

RANK

RINK

RING

No, my reign has not come to an end, 1 got
elected again. But, in order to share the burden,
Mike Vondruska has volunteered to assist me. Hur

ray ! Anyone else who wants to help with the work,
particularly around convention time should let me

know. I’ll get in touch with you when the time is
upon us.

re-

BOOKS FROM MONTANDON

Ziethen — “4CXX) Years of Juggling, Vol. 1”
less than monumental. $100.

Hard to describe as

1) RING to CLUB. A nine step solution is given on
the answer page. Can you find a shorter one? Waller - Magical Nights at the Theatre.” Chronological listing

and Waller’s notes on magicians and jugglers appearing
in Australia. $32.50.

i i

2) BALL to CLUB. The eight step solution given
on the answer page makes use of a word with

which you are probably not familiar. I don’t

think an eight step solution is possible without
it. If you’d like a hint, here is its definition:

“So drab cut any twixt (At slavers on wood on

sink).’’ It seems that exactly one letter in each
word in the definition has been changed! Sony
about that!

Chamberlin — Comedy Juggling” Good compilation of comedy
material including the author’s comedy routine. $4.00.

ft ft

Roger Montandon
P0 711

Bixby, OK 74008(Answers on page 19) Send SASEfor current list of other books.
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to show oft'. We all know that juggling is

on the brink of popularity. Spread it by

doing and teaching. Jugglers on strike'.’
No way!

Our Mini Circus Marko does shows

mainly at schools. We are only four per
formers (George Kozak, his wife and

daughter and myself) but we do a two-hour
show of 20 numbers. Aside from my

clowning, magic and fire-eating, 1 do quite
a bit of juggling, both comedy and serious.

A present in the biggest South African
circus, Boswell-Wilkie, the juggler is 16-

year old Serge Percelly. His realtives are
the Chicky’s Clowns, oneof Eurpoe's top
clown acts. He also does a brilliant juggling
act on a tennis theme. Since it is, as I

heard, his first season as a solo performer,

1 think he has the scope to become one of

the real top names in juggling.
Also on the same program is the world's

largest flying trapeze troupe, the Star Lxirds
(12 members). They are all South Africans

who have worked all over Europe for the

past three years. One of the three catchers,
Charles, is also a very fine juggler, and is

continuously practicing because, as he says,
"One doesn't know when one has to do a

solo act one day!'' Even the drummer of
the circus, Peter Cieslack, is doing some

lovely Juggling.

Demetrius Alcarese

East Elmhurst, NY

On a somber note, I enclose this news

clipping on Mark Hutchinson, an UA mem

ber from 1977-79 and juggler and clown
in the Austin area. He will be missed very

much by the jugglers who knew him and
people he entertained over the last years.

Mark Hutchinson, the clown,

loved to make people laugh. With

pantomime, juggling and face paint
ing, he could turn a frown into a smile
and sad tears into happy ones.

But while others were laughing.
Hutchinson, the man, was secretly

crying. On May 27 while his wife
and daughter napped in the house,
he hanged himself on the front porch.

Going to clown schtml was a

longtime dream that Hutchinson

never achieved because of financial

difficulties. He was a self-taught

jester who became interested in clown

ing when he was a student at the
University of Texas. He learned how

to juggle lemons while working in
the kitchen of a restaurant.

Lament of

A Beginning Juggler
One day* my grandson said to me,
‘ ‘It’s time you learn to juggle.

And patiently assured me that
It would be worth the trouble.

He took me to the experts

So Td learn to do it right.

And now I practice faithfully

Each morning, noon, and night.

★ ★

i

I For stooping and for bending,
This exercise is great.

But it would really help if I

Could learn to throw them straight.

I

I watch my pretty beanbags

In all directions fly.

They hit me in the shoulder
And they hit me in the eye.

Jacques Marais
Germiston,

South Africa

Here’s an idea I got while reading the
Bible! I came across a verse that said,

“for we walk by faith, not by sight.” So 1

readily applied that to juggling... hence,
"1 juggle by faith and not by sight.” Dur
ing my shows I’ve juggled blindfolded up
to 105 seconds.

As I am scrambling down below

Upon my hands and knees.
And leaping up to catch the one

That's heading for the trees.

I

Jim Bayliss
Austin, TX

My grandson sits up quietly

Upon his unicycle.
Juggling rings and balls and clubs.

Efficient, never idle.

Just recently I had the honor and privi

lege of serving as a security officer for the
34th Annual Convention of the IJ A. 1 had

never in all my 12 years in security come
in contact with a more happy and friendly

group of people.
It was a very happy experience for me

and I shall never forget you all. I have

made some very wonderful new friends. I

would like to take this opportunity to thank

all those who helped me to start juggling,

especially Bill Borus.
1 also thank you all for accepting me

and making me feel as one of you. I shall
be looking forward to seeing you in Cali

fornia and am making plans to that end.

Ernie Nolen

Corvallis, ORAlas if I could learn three balls

Td gladly demonstrate.
But for that great accomplishment

You're going to have to wait.

I

"The Magic Is Here. Come See It!”
On the Whitestone Expressway, Mets

fan(atics) usually view this sign while en

tering and exiting their favorite ball park.
Then came the baseball strike this year...

1 was thinking that the magic word,

"juggling,” may rescue the hungry spec
tator. What if we held a convention in

Shea Stadium'?! There's certainly room!

I suppose I’m exaggerating, but perhaps
in the future millions of people will be

watching juggling with a beer in the right
hand and Jugglers World in their left!

While the number one sport in America

was on strike, hidden sports had a chance

/ know by now T ll never make

A living wage this way.

You want to see the experts?
Go join the IJA.

%
h.
i
i
I

*July 18, 1981, Cleveland, OH.

* * At the J uggle B ug table, where my first

efforts were guided and encouraged.

i
i
i

/. Ronald E. Prather

Riveredge Twp., OHLouise Koszalka

East Lansdowne, PA
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Early IJAer
Eva Crosby
dies at age 90

The founding of the IJA
r

- By Eva Crosby

Groups of jugglers, meeting by chance at various places and various times, had previously
voiced the need for an organization where they could meet at stated intervals in an atmosphere of
mutual friendship to further their art.

Eva S. Crosby, Honorary Life Member of the
IJA. died April 14 in Sanford, Fla., at age 90.

Born in Toronto, Canada, in 1890, she lived in

Jamestown, NY, for about 55 years, until moving
to Florida in 1976. While in Jamestown, she

assisted her husband. Doc Crosby, in his
physiotherapy office. Doc died in October 1975.

Both Eva and Doc were part of the group which
founded the IJA in 1947.

Violet Carl.son Beahan, a longtime friend of the

Crosbys from Carmel. CA, remembered the couple
this way:

"Eva and Doc used to visit Harry Lind and my
mother. Clara, and we all juggled in the back ytird.
Doc was a physiotherapist, and one of the best. He
said that juggling strengthened his amis, and he loved
it. He was also a great tap dancer and had many
other talents."

Beahan continued, "Eva and 1 used to play piano
duets after it got too dark to juggle. She was a really
beautiful, gentle soul, and she worked with D(k in
many ways. All of the early members of the IJA
who knew these two dear people loved them."

At the first IJA convention in 1948, Doc Crosby
was the convention chairman. But, as was later

reported in the "Jugglers Bulletin," the billing should
have been Dr. and Mrs. Crosby, co-chairmen. Re
porting on the second convention, Betty Gorham
wrote, "Doc and Mrs. Crosby busy as bees, but

But it was in June 1947, during the International Brotherhood of Magicians Convention in Pitts
burg, Pennsylvania, that it came to a head. Several of the jugglers present talked about organizing
juggler’s association of some sort... something of their own. So Harry Lind, Art Jennings, Bill
Dunham. Bernie Joyce, Eddie Johnson. Roger Montandon. George Barvinchak and Jack Greene
made a date for a noon lunch at the Ambassador Cafe where the subject was discussed further.

Art Jennings proposed that Jack Greene act as chairman, which he did. George Barvinchak
appointed secretary. The meeting got underway. The reverse side of the bill offare was used to
record the meeting, until someone went to the bar and obtained a few sheets of the cafe stationery.

After juggling things around. Art Jennings was elected president: Eddie Johnson, vice president;
George Barvinchak. secretary and Roger Montandon, treasurer. No directors were elected at this
meeting. They were elected at the Jamestown Convention in 1948. After suggestions from each
member, a vote was taken and “The International Jugglers Association ’ ’ was adopted as the name of
the organization. Snap shots were taken as the group left the cafe. All returned to the convention
hotel where they soon found some more members.

There were many doubts expressed as to the future. But through Roger Montandon's ‘ ‘Jugglers
Bulletin, and the efforts of many others, the association grew. Thus the IJA was born.

a

was

always time for a kind word.”

She held many positions in the IJA. The first

was as historian in 1953, but she was also chaplain,
secretary and historian again steadily from then until
1975. Dennis Soldati, current IJA historian, writes,

"Eva and Doc were always giving a helping hand,

a kind word, looking out for the IJA and not them
selves."

Many of the newspaper clippings about early
IJA conventions and activities are the result of Eva's

collecting. IJA members should remember her al
ways as a major pillar in the organization's history.

Reprinted with permission from the Jugglers Bulletin, Number 47, September 1948
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Put it on your plates!
Bill Dietrich of Erie, PA, did. Have you?
Send in a photo for a future issue!

on, and on, and on..Three balls
Vaksman’s winning time becomes even mort

impressive when translated into actual tosses
a drop. His average over several timed minutes o
146 individual throws per minute comes to ove:
25,000 total throws before the first drop in his winnin;
effort.

Larry Vaksman, “The Amazing Larry V,” from
Philadelphia, PA, proved his juggling versatility re
cently by winning a marathon juggling contest spon
sored by the Bergen Mall in Paramus, NJ.

Vaksman, an IJA member who has placed as

high as second in convention competition, kept three
weighted tennis balls going for 2 hours, 54 minutes
and 46 seconds to win the $ 100 top prize offered by

the mall management. The second place prize of
$50 was captured by John Lynch, an IJA member
from Whitestone, NY, who kept pace with Vaksman

for 2 hours, 7 minutes and 59 seconds before

dropping.
A total of 28 people entered one or more of the

five timed marathon sessions. That event was part

of the mall’s two-day juggling festival, which also
featured beginners’ workshops and six performances
by LocoMotion Vaudeville.

“I was going for three hours,” Vaksman said
later. “But after John (Lynch) dropped, the pressure

was off and 1 guess I lost some concentration.”
Vaksman entered two sessions previous to the

one in which he set the winning time, but only man

aged times of 11 and 28 minutes in those two. What
made the difference in his final try? “I just bore

down harder,” he replied.
It was not Vaksman’s first attempt at non-stop

juggling, but did represent his longest non-drop
effort. “I juggled 12 hours once in 1967 to tiy to
generate a little publicity for myself, but dropped
constantly,” he said.

Vaksman is recognized by IJA convention-goers

for his talented eccentricity. His trademark trick in

competitions usually includes some combination of
a six-foot pogo stick, numerous hula hoops, balance
pole, a spinning basketball, rola-bola and three ob
jects juggled in one hand. His ability to keep 12
objects in motion briefly certainly in pan explains
his remarkable time for keeping three going.

To ease the arm strain during the contest, Vaks

man occasionally threw a ball high in the air and ex
tended his elbows in the time before the next catch.

After everyone had dropped and gone home, Vaks
man didn’t complain of sore arms as much as others
had.

In light of the general lack of excitement ant
challenge of a three-ball marathon when comparet
to convention competitive events, many people migh
question its value. The second place finisher, Joht
Lynch, found an answer in his two-hour plus time.
“That’s the longest I’ve been without a cigaretu
since 1 started smoking!” he said.

CLASSIFIEDSJohn Darragh, 16, from Moonachie, NJ, was

like most competitors in that he had never juggled
for time before. “I had no idea how long 1 could

go, ” he said. He ended up with sore, cramped arms
and a time of 1 hour, 26 minutes and 10 seconds.

Another formidable competitor, Wolfe Bowart
from Camden, ME, recommended that people at

tempting such feats let their hands do the work rather
than their minds. Bowart achieved a time of 1 hour,

38 minutes and 10 seconds almost unconsciously,

he said. “You can’t think about it, you’ve just got

to feel it,” he commented, “It’s like writing your

name with your eyes closed.”
Bowart, who juggles with The Famous Bonzer-

alli Clowns from Arizona, said he has put in some

serious practice at juggling with his eyes closed,
and done three balls for more than five minutes.

(Submit to the editor with $3 fee)

Leather Beanbags; Firmly packed, spheric,
(baseball pattern), 130-140 grams each. Black
brown, mst $4.25 each. Bright blue, bright re

$4.50 each. Please send check and include $2 ship

ping. Sandy Fifer, 511 W. Johnson, Apt. 314,
Madison, W1 53703.

I’m organizing a descriptive collection of club pa:
sing patterns, including elementary through advance
technical right-and-left hand combinations. I woul
love to hear from anyone about their favorites -
home-made or learned, speculative or realized, fur

easy or hard patterns. Richard Dingman, c/o BHFF
6 Chesmut, Boston, MA 02108.
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Putting jugglers in the right places
Can business and the arts find a formula for meeting on the mall?

By Dave Finnigan
Edmonds, WA

•Passing the hat should be done in a tasteful and

non-demanding manner. It has been found by per
formers that the best audience response comes from
a low-key reference to the hat done with humor.
Standards in this area will be set quickly by more
polished performers.

•It is vital that performers be permitted to pre
sent their talent without fear of reprisal from police
or other authorities. Of course, the police will become
involved if complaints are lodged or if a public
nuisance is obvious.

of street talent available in San Fran
cisco.”

' ‘All of the tenantsfacing the court
yard at The Anchorage have enjoyed
seeing the different acts come and go

and are pleased to have large crowds
gather while a really good performer
is doing a show.''

Seattle is not known as a Mecca for street per
formers. Eight months of rain a year make it rela
tively unattractive and archaic laws designed to re
strict ‘ ‘begging and charitable solicitation” hamper
performers.

In most instances the regulations prevent perfor
mances by groups of more than two artists, accumu

lation of crowds of more than a dozen people, and
making more than a casual reference to a hat or other
recepticle.

As a consequence, higher quality troupes with
self-contained shows who can draw a crowd, enter

tain them, and make them pay, avoid Seattle. Our
best local performers must seek paid bookings, rent
space at street fairs, risk hassles ftom the authorities

or leave town for sunnier, friendlier climes.

In order to help improve this situation I joined
the Seattle Chamber of Commerce as a small business

in 1979, and began working on the Cultural Affairs
Committee, composed primarily of representatives
from organizations like the opera, ballet, symphony
and local theatre groups, and of the community affairs
officers of major corporations.

My first action was to ask the committee to under

take a study of street regulations in Seattle and else
where. We conducted a survey of a dozen U.S.
cities, asking mayors and city managers what they
thought of the present situation, and what they ex
pected to do in the future.

Most respondents indicated that they had no firm
handle on this area, that their intent was to restrict

such activities, but that they were open to making
changes and were looking to us to set a pattern they
could follow.

The only positive rays of light came from San
Francisco, CA, where Mayor Diane Feinstein spoke
with praise of the performers and turned us over to
Peter Brown, president of the Fisherman’s Wharf
Merchants Association. We contacted Mr. Brown

and asked him to provide a report on activities in the
Wharf area. He asked each of four merchants’

ciations to give us their opinions and insights. All
respondents spoke highly of the situation in San Fran
cisco, stressing the benefit to merchants. Their most
significant comments were:

"We at Pier 39 feel our street per
formers appeal to both the local as well

as the tourist market. Their perfor
mances are an important ingredient to
our overall ambiance on the pier.''

asso-

And from Mr. Brown himself: “You can see

by the responses that we find the bountiful supply
of talented street performers a unique and desirable
marketing tool for our respective specialty shopping
centers.”

As you can see, from the point of view of the
merchants, the benefits come down to: improvement
in ambiance, entertainment value, drawing ability
and enhancement of the character of the area. The

performers help the merchants to attract customers.

Using these responses, we developed guidelines
for our own use. The committee has endorsed the

project, which is now being turned over to individual
merchants associations in Seattle for trial and enact

ment. We came up with the following guidelines:
•Spaces should be designated and designed with

the needs of the performer, the audience, and the

merchants in mind. This means asmall stage, some
seating, a quiet location, a flow of foot traffic nearby,
space for a large crowd behind the seating area, and
shops adjacent to the designated space.

•Performance times should be limited in order

that the audience gets a chance to shop.
•Limits must be placed on noise levels and elec

tronic amplification should be disallowed.
•Publicity should be arranged in advance of the

initiation of the program in order that the public
know of the situation and its special nature. This
public relations effort should clearly point out that
these perfomiers are following an age-old tradition,
that no one is obligated to give anything, and that
these artists are not beggars.

•Auditions for the locations should be conducted

according to a published schedule, at least once a

month. The only continuing expense incurred should
be for an entertainment coordinator to conduct these

auditions. This amount should be about $5(X) per
month, if the experience of San Francisco is to be
followed. The entertainment coordinator should also

assist in supervision of the location and regulation
of the performers. Police and security guards should
be used to handle disturbances or problems.

•Transient entertainers and those not scheduled

on the stage should be prevented from taking the
stage by posting of appropriate signs and regulations
in the area of the stage.

•Arrangements should be made for special audi
tions of exceptional acts, particularly those which
are from other cities or other countries, and are pass
ing through town. This will enrich the cultural mix,
and give itinerant performers a reason to stop in
Seattle.

This program is in no way intended to supplant
existing arrangements which performers and mer
chants may have established. It was found in our
research that the most successful areas had both a

formalized program for top talent and an informal
system for talent development in less structured
locations.

It is also not our intent to disturb in any way
excellent entertainment programs that may already
exist. Here in Seattle there is a noontime entertain

ment series which is funded by the city and utilizes
a number of musicians and actors from established

companies and groups. Our program is in no way
competitive with this already proven success.

As this project evolves, an ad hoc committee

should be formed composed of representatives from
interested merchants associations, the Seattle Center,
the Pike Place Market, the Mayor’s office and our
own Cultural Affairs Committee of the Chamber of

Commerce. This committee can provide the follow
ing services in the initial stages of the project:
•Audition of performers.

•Assistance in selection of spaces and design of
these spaces.

•Drafting of model regulations and procedures.
•Preparation of press releases and publicity ma

terials promoting the pilot program.
•Supervision of the space during the trial program.
•Development of guidelines for merchants asso

ciations which wish to become involved in the project.
•Preparation of a report to interested parties in

other cities on the results of this experience.
The intent of this committee is to turn manage

ment of the selected pilot site and any subsequent
sites over to merchants’ groups as soon as possible.

We are off to a slow but solid start here in Seattle.

Do not wait for our results to get started yoursel
Let your own city officials know about the positi
experience from San Francisco. If you want copies
of the San Francisco packet, send $1 and a self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope to me:

Dave Finnigan

Street Performer Project
23004 107th PI. West

Edmonds, WA 98020

ves.
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“Because Ghiradelli Square
world famous landmark and specialty
shopping center, it is most important
that what we do reflect the best pos
sible quality. In essence the difference
between a good expresso and an ex
cellent one... We showcase what /

consider to be the creme de la creme

IS a

One eventual consequence may be to open a
street vaudeville circuit around the country so that
performers can find work wherever they go. If you
get a positive response in your city, please let me
know. Together we can make it happen.
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William P. Fallon was probably the highest juggler in the
world on June 12, when this photo was taken on the route to Mt.

Everest in Nepal. The peak framing the 18,000 foot high club

work is Ama Dablam, which translates from Nepalese to

‘ 'Mothers Necklace.’’

Fallon, working for Foster Parent’s Plan in that Asian

country for 15 months, took a seven-day vacation hike to

Everest’s base camp, juggling on the way.

' 'People had never seen juggling, and watched with a mix

ture of curiosity and a little fear, ’ ’ said Fallon. ‘ 7 took three

clubs in my napsack and did a 15-20 minute presentation in vil

lages along the way.”

Very few seemed eager to learn, but Fallon felt satisfied to

expose their ancient culture to an ancient art. Juggling also

served him as a conversation starter in cities throughout Asia.

‘ ‘It was always good for a free beer in bars, and beer is hard to

come by in Nepal, ’ ’ he said.

Fallon reported seeing only one other juggling troupe during

the time he worked in Katmandu. And even they, ‘‘The Too Much

Brothers, ’ ’ relied mostly on magic, which is the favorite of Asian
crowds.

Fallon was home on leave in the United States long enough to

attend his first IJA convention in Cleveland, then was headedfor

a new assignment in Cebu City, the Phillipines.

Lord Valentine’s Castle
A Book Review By David Le

CLEVELAND

CONVENTION

BUTTONS!

Doux
Los Angeles, CA

ation, and a real gift for describing fantastic flora
and fauna in such a way that they seem quite plausible.

As mentioned earUer, the descriptions of juggling
in this book are what makes it stand out. The chap

ter in which the hero is being taught to juggle is par
ticularly well done. 1 think a person could almost
learn the basic cascade from reading that section.
And the instruction is not dull reading either, for
Silverberg translates the familiar “Carlo method”

into the language of fantasy.
For example, the student is told to hold his arms

just so and imagine that a tray of precious gems is
resting on them. Later in the book, there is mention

of half-juggling, take-aways, blind-folded juggling,
and various passing patterns, including feeds and
back-to-back passing. Although this is a fantasy,
with sorcery and dream manipulation, the juggling
is all quite down-to-Earth (if you’ll forgive an inap
propriate methaphor). Perhaps most importantly,
Silverberg gives the reader a feel for the satisfaction

and inner peace one can obtain when juggling.
(Even if you don’t read the book, you should go

to a bookstore and look at its beautiful cover painting.
You will be amazed to see an accurate portrayal of
juggling, i.e., objects in the hands as well as in the

air. The artist is not credited in the book, but he or

she produced a marvelous work of art. Several jug
glers are shown at an outdoor festival, surrounded

by an audience of many races, both human and other
wise. The performers include a woman with three
clubs, a man juggling balls and a trio of the four
armed Skandars passing daggers.)

At last, a major novel has appeared in which the
hero is a juggler. The book is Lord Valentine’s

Castle, by Robert Silverberg (Bantam Books, paper
back, 447 pages, $2.95), a well-written fantasy with
elements of science fiction skillfully blended in. It

also contains some surprisingly accurate descriptions
of both the physical and mental processes involved
in juggling.

In a preface, Silverberg acknowledges the tech
nical assistance of jugglers Catherine Crowell and
the Flying Karamazov Brothers, and in my opinion,
he made good use of their expertise.

The story is set on the distant planet of Maji-

poor, far removed in both time and space from pre
sent-day Earth, it is populated by at least a dozen
non-human races plus a minority of humans. The

main character, suffering from amnesia at the begin
ning of the story, meets a wandering troupe ofjug
glers who offer to teach him their art. He learns

quickly and hires on for a tour of the countryside.

The tour, however, soon turns into a quest which
carries the small band ofperformers across the length

and breadth of Majipoor, As the true nature of the

quest is not made clear until midway through the
book, I shall not reveal it here. Suffice it to say they

have plenty of exciting adventures along the way.

Besides our hero, the juggling troupe includes
two other humans and six Skandars, huge shaggy

creatures with four arms apiece. And they are the

least unusual of the “beings that the reader will en
counter in this book. Silverberg has a great imagin-

Only 75 cents each,
including postage!

Also available, the book

Comedy Juggling
Just $4.45 including postage

Send for both to:

Rich Chamberlin

203 Crosby Ave.
Kenmore, NY 14217



JUGGLERS
NOW, YOU CAN GO TO THE SOURCE

You can go to The Source for an up-to-date monthly calendar;
features on innovative performers, business and critical issues

in the arts, and a national listing service.

The Source is a new monthly newsletter for jugglers, mimes,
clowns, puppeteers and other professionals affiliated with the

performing arts.

Why go to The Source if you already receive the IJA newsletter?

The following are ̂  very important reasons:

y. The Source is monthly. Now you will know what's happening
before it happens.

As a subscriber, your tours and performances will be listed

in the calendar free of charge! You'll know when festivals
are planned, when grants are available and which communities
and colleges are booking artists for special performances.
Remember that colleges, univiersities, agents and presenters
will also be subscribers.

3.FOCUS groups provide you with an opportunity to contribute
to the editorial content of The Source,

the country and invite you to panel discussions,
discussions are transcribed as part of each month's feature
editorials.

We travel across

The

^The Source is interdisciplinary!
techniques and a mime may juggle,
for sharing information and ideas.

^The format for The Source pleases readers,
artists.

A juggle

The poster format meets all need

r may use clowning
The Source is a vehicle

advertisers and

s.

^^The Source is inexpensive with the additional free monthly
'calendar and listing service.

The Source is published by Mimesource, but don't let our

name fool you. We're here to serve you as well as mimes.
Return the Mimesource insert for additional information.

Jugglers, The Source is for you!Sponsored by Mimesource, Inc.
125 Sherman Street

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 THE SOURCE



Be an IJA media monitor! Let’s keep track
of how Madison Avenue and Hollywood treat
juggling on video and the silver screen. Make
your reports and editorial comments to Jugglers
World, in care of the editor.

Advertising
discovers

juggling
Saturday morning television watchers will recog

nize the mixed-up scene on the right as a Burger
King commercial.

Jennifer Bard, the 10-year-old in the picture,
learned juggling at Scalzo’s Achievement Center in
New Windsor, NY. Gary Scalzo, director, acted as
Jennifer’s agent and told how the ad came about.

For those who aren’t likely to see it on the tube,

it begins with Jennifer and her dog sitting outside a

movie theatre looking bored.
Poof! Buiger King, played by Jay Gieen, appears

juggling four balls and suggests they “juggle on
down to Burger King.’’

Frankenstein, played by Terry Man, emerges

from a movie poster to join the procession. As they
start in the Burger King door, a woman on her way
out is startled into throwing her milkshake cups into
the air. Lo and behold! She juggles them!

It should surprise few IJAers that the skillful
senior citizen is actually young Fred "Garbo” Gar-

ver, former UA championships director.

CIRCUS ARTS-

Oct. 14-17, Rio West Mall, Gallup, NM

22-24, Flagstaff Mall, Flagstaff, AZ
29- Nov. 1, Los Arcos Mall, Scottsdale, AZ

12-15 Park Mall, Tuscon,AZ

27-29 West Ridge Mall, Phoenix, AZ

IBMIM6RS.

FLYING KARAMAZOV BROS.-

Through Nov. 8 at Gaiety Theatre, Dublin, Ire.

MICHAEL MARLIN -

Oct. 23, Asheville, NC, UNC-Asheville

Nov. 4, Harrisonburg, VA, James Madison U.

KIT SUMMERS-

Through Febmaiy at Bally’s Park Place Casino,

Atlantic City, NJ

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

OCCUPATIONPHONENAME

ZIPSTATECITYADDRESS

HOW DID YOU HND OUT ABOUT THE IJA?

New memberships cost $13 for individuals and $15 for families. Renewals are payable at the beginning of each calendar year. New members
receive an IJA emblem sticker, membership card and all issues of Jugglers World plus an annual roster of IJA members. Members may vote and

compete at the annual conventions. Make membership check payable to International Jugglers Association.

“I hereby pledge to uphold the By-laws of the IJA and to render assistance to fellow jugglers.”

Signature of applicant
Mail to:

IJA

PO Box 29

Kenmore, NY 14217

Donations to the UA are valuable and put to good use. We solicit your gift if you care to give.

INSPIRE A NEW JUGGLER. IJA MEMBERSHIPS MAKE GREAT GIFTS!



It’s like when you get a haircut. You’re
likely to forget your appearance has changed. So it
is with this initial issue of Jugglers World. Des

pite the name change in the IJA’s official publica
tion, I feel the same as I did as editor of the News
letter in July.

The name. Jugglers World, was suggested to,
and overwhelmingly approved by, UA members at
the convention business meeting without much ex

planation or question. For that courtesy, I thank
them. I’ve had time since then to clarify the reason

why the change was suggested, and feel obliged to
explain post-facto.

More and more I am convinced that it is one

world, and its citizens must communicate to maintain
it as home. Jugglers World, and I as editor, want

to act toward that goal, codifying information to be

commonly read. It is not all the organization can do

to be a good world citizen, but is one thing it must

0 r'

By Bill Giduz, editor
Davidson, NC

It starts just wandering around a gym floor with
time on your hands and nowhere to go, surrounded
by up to hundreds of other active and non-active
jugglers. In that situation, my eye is quickly attract-

to the action of someone elses impressive efforts,

either as individuals or groups. 1 approach it to the

edge of that undefined but well-recognized personal

juggling space occupied by the juggler-in-action.

Then I start oogling. I’ve notice that some oog-

lers stand and some sit. The more ooglers there are,

the more likely you are to find sitters.

In any case, the oogletjs) watch at silent attention

with a steady eye for detail as the subject goes through
the paces. Silence is usually maintained out of re

spect for the concentration of the performer. Also
out of an appreciation for the right to oogle. Even
tually, the subject will take a break, and ooglers can

pass into introductions and questions.
I’m an oogler because it’s one of the most

pleasant ways to meet people I know. Ooglers offer
the oogled attention and a sincere appreciation for
finer application of the common exercise.

The person oogled is usually genuinely glad to
receive a pat on the back; and glad, subsequently,
to talk and tell. So, two people meet, support each
others relative interest, and each make a contact. It

stems from recognition on the convention floor that

effort and ability are two sides of the same coin.

There’s exciting news for joggiers this
month! Michel Lauziere of Dmmmondville, Que

bec, joggled a marathon in early September. His
time of 4 hours, 10 minutes, is not so important as

the precedence of his feat. I know of no one else
who has covered the magical 26 mile, 385 yard dis

tance while joggling.

Lauziere is two-time UA mile joggling champion,
but has never faced Scott Damgaard. In a recent
Milwaukee Sentinel article, Damgaard claimed a new

mile joggling record. Damgaard called that paper
in mid-August and challenged an unbelieving re
porter to a mile race in which Scott would joggle
and the reporter run.

As duly reported in a subsequent edition, Dam
gaard not only beat the reporter, but did so in 4 min

utes, 37 seconds! That tops Lauziere’s best in UA
competition by a full minute!

One thing you notice at an UA con
vention is how many people just stand around and

‘oogle.’ That’s Robert York’s expression for the sta

tuary pose of observation strack by jugglers watching
someone else juggle.

You have to be a better juggler than 1 to attract

ooglers, so I can’t speak for the oogled party. But
I’m quite an oogler myself on the convention floor,

and can describe the phenomenon extensively from
that point of reference.

do.

The sudden renaissance ofjuggling in the United

States can only rightly be viewed in the perspective

of the vast scope of juggling outside our borders.

Juggling technique has been refined in various

parts of the world far beyond the scope of perfor

mers on stage at the Cleveland convention. Read
within how women on the South Seas island of Ton

ga shower juggle seven objects in an ancient social

ritual. Of Evgenij Biljauer’s mastery of five clubs

behind the Iron Curtain. And of the magnificentiy

delicate balance possessed by Chinese acrobats.

The recent interest in juggling stateside should

not make us myopic, but spur us to explore j uggling

everywhere. It’s an astounding juggler’s world out

there, and Jugglers World wants you to know about

it. Moreover, Jugglers World would like to help
eveiy person become a world citizen and communi

cate with other world citizens through a skill they
commonly practice and enjoy.

Jugglers .World
PO Box 29

Kenmore, NY 14217
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